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By Eugene Dennis
Shortly altcr the fith National Conuention of thc CPUSA-which uas
held undir a spotlight of publicity hithcrto unprecedented-the Senate In'
rernal Security- Sub-Committee subpoenoed Eugene Dennis -under the pre'
tert of "inaeitigating" the Conaention. Eugene Dennis made the lollowing
statemcn, to the Committee, on Februaty 25, r957----ed.

I hold to the basic constitutional
doctrine embodied in the First
Amendment of our Bill of Rights-

will be in the marketplace of public
opinion and not under the gun of a
Congressional subpoena and witch-

Congress shall make no law denyir1s
the freedom of speech and assembly.
It follows that Congressional com-

hunt.

mittees may not investigate these
areas, since they are not"empowered

to legislate in them.
I will, therefore, answer no ques'

tions voluntarily which

or Algebro?

Rc-catacd as second cld.ss ,ndtter lanuary 4, rg45, at thc Post Office at Neat Yorft, N, Y,,
sadcr the Act ol Marclt S, ,879. POLITICAL AFFAIRS is publishcd monthly by Ncat Cenrr.?y
Publishers, lnc., at.832 Broaduay, Neat Yorft S, N. Y., to uhom subsc-riptions, payments and
cotrcspondence should be sent. Subsctiption rate: $4.oo a year; $z.oo lor six months; lorciga
and Canada, $2.75 a year. Single copies 35 cettts.
PNINTED

Statement to the Eastland Committee

ffizog

relate

directly or indirectly to my political
beliefs or associations. In so doing,
I will invoke all constitutisnxliguar-

Let me make clear, however, that
whatever the legalities, I place special
emphasis on the First Amendment.

I

hold firmlv that neither this committee nor any other Congressional

body may constitutionally investigate

peaceful assembly-whether exercised by conventions of Republicans,
Democrats, Socialists, Communists,
ADAers, or trade unionists.

to all AmericansI contend that this is so even
the First Amendment, the Fifth though this committee may enAmendment, and all other guar- deavor to camouflage its unconstitu-

antees available

of my rights. Whatever political discussion I shall carry on, it

antees

tional invasion of the First Amendment area under the pretext of in-
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posterous accusation.

in mind the
of the chairman 6f
this committee and certain other

Since political beliefs and associations are outside the province of this
or any other Congressional comfnittee, I strongly suggest that this body,

Congressmen-activity calculated to
subvert the desegregation decisions
of the Supreme Court and the r3th,
r4th, and r5th Amendments to the

vestigating alleged "directives from
abroad," or some other equally pre-

or prefera.bly a mord appropriate
Congressional committee, turn its
prompt attention to an area in which
the security of millions of Americans
is immediately and direcdy involved.

I refer to the bombings, murderous assaults and subversive activities
of the White

Citizens Councils di-

rected against the Negro people of

the South seeking their rights is
Americans under the law. In this

connectionj

also have

sinister activity
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Constitution.

I refer, too, to the conspiracy of
the oil trusts to involve the Ameri-

Comrades and Friends:

ity, to shackle the trade unions with

'of

in a colonial venture and
provocative "police action" in the
Mideast, a'la Korea.
These are the clear and present

existence,

the Taft-Hardey Act persccutions
and "right-to-work" laws, and to
rob the workers of the benefits of

dangers

convention.

automation and atomic energy-affect Communists 'and non-Communists alike.

In the course of its 38 Years

can people

our American C,ommunist
Party has weathered a good manY
storms, and more than one stormy

to American security and
democracy to which any Congres-

This convention meets at ao esoeciallv difficult moment in our
^orrtu', historv. We havc been en!"gJa i" a painful and 'searching
efiort to correct past errors, to surmount losses sustained during the

sional committee purporting to con-

cern itself with matters of security
should promptly address itself.

cold-war decade, to overcome our
relative isolation, as well as to probe
a host of new problems arising out
of the changing world in which we
live. This alieady protracted endeavor is by no means 'over. But we

anticipate that our convention will
go forward, making .some imPerachanges and that we shall
emerge a wiser, stronger, and a more
united party.

t-ir.

Our problems are Part of

It is to equip our Party to cope
with this complex situation, espe-

cially to play a more active and influential role in the rising struggles
of labor, the Negro people, and the
peace forces-that we are determined to solve our own grave internal problems.
Of course, the vested corporate interests are not going to make our
task any easier. Reaction continues
its campaign of repressions; and
monopoly's ideologists step up their
. psychological warfare against Marxism, socialism, and all progressive
thought and activity.
{F

those

'F

our many complicated problems.
We correctly emphasized, among

other things, the urgent need to
eliminate from our ranks all dog-

3
l{1,1

'f

,Starting with the April National
Committee me'eting, our party took
some important first steps toward
grappling with the most pressing of

confroniing the American working
class as a whole, some of these arise
from the obiective situation which,
together with new oPPortunities,
pr-esents difficulties for all of America's working people. AttemPts to
revive the cold war, to suPpress the
Negro people's struggle for equal-
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matic views and sectarian and bureaucratic practices. Shortly thereafter we laid the basis {or further
progress by approving the main political approach of the Draft Resolution, and submitted the Dlaft for
general discussion and amendmeut.
But, during this same period,
when the facs in the Khrushchev
speech on Stalin became known in
this country, and again after the
tragic events in Hungary, important sections of the party at a// Ievcls
were temporarily disorientecl and
demobi.lized. Some tried to start a
stampeda Some wandered into
strange pastures; while otherq exhibited a hardening of the political
arteries.

Temporarily thrown

ofi

balance,
the Party began to become enmeshed

in a bitter and divisive internal struggle, and was in dahger of being torn
apart.

In this situation,,the

struggle

against doctrinairism and for effecting big and long overdue changes in

our functioning and style of work,
in our relationships with masses, as
'well as the fight against revisionist
tendencies, became hampered by factional attitudes and extremism.

Without going into the matter
fully, I believe all of us ori the National Committee must share responsibility for thii situation. But
some of the N.C. members who, at
least until recently, clung to inflexible policies and pursued extreme
political objectives

on

will

themselves more

mon

share.

perhaps take

than the com-
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Fortunately, as the zero hour approached and the danger of a split
in the Party loomed ar a possibility,
substantial sections of our membership and some of the leadership rose

for promoting peaceful co-existence,
most state conventions have correctly
stressed the reactionary and aggressive role of U.S. imperialism. They
have emphasized the need for vigi'lance and struggle against the provocative Eisenhower-Dulles Mideast

to the occasion. As distinct from the
conciliators of either the "Right" or,
the "Left," they began. to intervene
forcefully. They combined a resolute
struggle to save the Party, defend ts

Doctrine, the'atomic war buildup5

Marxist-Leninist principles and make
the necessary changes, uith an allout eflort to preserve its unity.

This is not wishful thinking; and
we should not let the, heat of controversy obscure this important fact.
For it is significant that most state
conventions, while submitting various and. much-needed amendments,
have approved the main political di-

rection of the Draft

Resolution
which is based on a 'bound, scientific
socialist approach to our own American conditions and problems.

i,'l
Thus there is substantial agree- .,f
ment that the world forces of peace
now definitely outweigh those. making for world war, and that hence
the peace aspirations common to all
peoples, including our own, have become more attainable,
,
World war is no longer inevitable.
popular peace forces everyIf the 'together
where,
with the socialist,
the Bandung and neutral states, actively unite their efiorts-world war
can be successfully averted.
In approving this estimate, on
which the Draft Resolution bases
its outlook of a realistic perspective
riil

and other sinister attempts to revive
the cold war.
Yet most have recognized that
even suqh explosive events as the
British-French-Israeli aggression in
,Egypt and the imperialist-backed attempt at counter-revolution in Hungary have not reversed'or cancelled
out the basic wodd.trends and relationships making for peace.
Our task here is greatly facilitated
by the partial success of these principled efforts to achieve party unity,
which had a positive efiect on many
state conventions. I am sure we all
appreciate the special contribution
madq by the New Yoqk State convention when it achieved unity on
the thorny question of Name and
Form, and on support for the general line of the Draft Resolution as
supplemented by appropriate amendments.
As a result of the New York and
several other state conventions, it is
clear that the bulk of our members
have affirmed the continuance,of our
Communist Party and opposed its

replacement by a political action as,
sociation. They have overwhelmingly re-emphasized their unshakable
conviction that the American workers, like the workers in ev'ery other

country, need an independent, work-

ing

class, Marxist-Leninist vanguard
organization devoted to the welfare
of our people and the national interests of our country. They have also
made it clear thaf
,od all proposals to change the"rry
iiame, form, or
policies of the Party can and should
be examined and discussed on their
merits, in accordance with regular
party procedures-in accordance with

the provisions of the Draft Constitution.
It is true we still have manv serious
difierences in our ranks oi a host

of important

question$ some of
which we shall not be able to resolve at this convention. NonetheIess, we are now in a posidon to

hammer out a collective and unified
approach to many programmatic
questions and to most of the pressing
issues facing us and the American
people generally.

While these developments aggravated international tensions and ieopardize the peace, the strength of the
peace camp was and is so dynamic
and powerful that the aggrcssors in
Egypt were quickly checkmated,
and the imperialist designs in Hungary were thwarted. Obviously, the

world of 1956 is qualitatively difierent from that of 1946, not to speak
of ryj6.
Nonetheless, the American pgople
know all too well that we are not
free of the danger of an atomic holocaust. They recognize in the H-bomb
tests the possible rehearsal for such
horrors, and see that the radlation
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from these tests already threatens the and democratic coalition led by
health and future of ihe entire hu- labor,.particularly as itprobes deeper
into the eflects of the giant corporate
man race.
This is why the mass of the PeoPle mergers and the economic situation
in our country are prepared to helP and trends within the country. But
assure that a third world war will our common understanding of this
never occur. The peace sentiments of concept will best be advanced as we
the American people helped bring work to popularize this idea which
peace to Korea and facilitated the we, as a vanguard, have projected,
Summit meeting at Geneva. These especially in the course of our active
pirticipation in the mass political
peace aspirations are an integral part
of the new world relationship of and economic struggles now unfoldforces which can yet assure the ful- iog.
The state conventions further af-.
fillment of the great promise of
Geneva. Thus it is that around the 6rmed the Draft Resolution's emparamount issue of peace, the basis ohasis on the democratization of the
now exists for united action with the 'So,rth as the Number One task for
widest sectors of the American peo- the athole'naiion. They responded
ple, including with many Social- enthusiastically to the need for
Democratic and reformist leaders and strengthening Negro-white unity, esgroups in and outside of the ranks pecially the alliance of labor and the
Negro people; for mobilizing all-out
of organizcd labor.
***
support to the Negro people's great
General agreement has also been and heroic struggles in the South, as
well as everywhere in the country;
expressed on the Draft Resolution's
estimate that conditions are matur- and for stimulating the drivc for the
ing which will make possiblc the trade-union organization of the uncrystallization of an anti-monopoly organized in the South on the basis
coalition led by labor, embracing of Negro-whitc unity.
wide strata of tradc unionists, farmfust what we tncdl, by placing the
crs, the Nego people, small busi- suuggle to democratize the South as
nessmen, scientists and cultural the nation's Number One task will
bcst bc spelled out by what ue do to
workers.
For the coming period this is the make it the Number One task for
main strategic task, the concrete way our whole party and those whom we
to curb the monopolies, effect a new infuence.
demdcratic political alignment, and
The Draft Resolution's concept of
pave the way to significant social ad:our advocacy of and endeavor to
vance.
Thia convention will no doubt chart a peaceful, democratic, and
help to deepen our undcrstanding of constitutional road to socialism in
all that is implicd by an, anti-trust America has also been approved

overwhelmingly. For this concept expresses what we American Com-

munists strive for, and is a further
development of our established position. It embodies our basic view that

socialism can be established only
through a radical and fundamental
extension . of American democracy
and a revolutionary transformation
of all property relations. And it emphasizes that all roads to socialism
are roads of mass struggle, waged
under the leadership of the working
class and its Marxist vanguard. But
now this concept takes on new meaning in light of the profoundly new
'and favorable changes in world relationships.

The state conventions also reflect a
serious effort to come to grips with
the complex question of how we fulfill our vanguard role under changed
conditions, at
time when the
merged AFLCIO and other infuen-

a

tial mass organizations are giving
day-to-day leadership in many im.
portant economic, social, and legislative struggles.

There is an increased realization
that the Left, inclusive of the Communists and other socialist-minded
forces, has a specid contribution to
make in the struggle for militant and

united labor aJtion; for defending
the economic interests, rights, and,
social welfare of labor and its allies;
fqr trade-union autonomy and democracy; for organizing the unorganized; for advancing the struggle
for Negro rights-including in the
unions and on the !ob; for promot-

ing independent political acrion and
a broad people's democratic alliance,
having as one of its initial objectives
to break the Dixiecrat-GOP roadblock in Congress; and for promoting
labor's solid4rity at home and abroad-.

There is also a growing understanding in our .ranks that tradeunion militancy does not automatically grow into socialist consciousness; and that even very big struggles do not imbue labor with clais
consciousness, or sponta[eously make
the working class aware of. its class
role in leading the nation to the next
big democratic and social advance.
The state conventions further reveal that we are agreed on the need
to put an end to harmful bureaucratic practices, to the distortions
of democratic centralism, which
plagued us in the past and led to
many violations of inner-party democracy. There is emphatic agreernent on the paramount importance
of democratizing our party.
There is also a realization that the
more truly democratic we become,
the more we need to be a cohesive
and united organization which guarantees the minority's right to dissent
al all times, but does not at 1ny time
give

it

a veto power over policies and

of action that have won
majority supporr.
Further, I believe that rhere is
much sober thought being given to
programs

what we mean by a new and sounder
relationship with other Marxist parties, including those in the socialist
countries.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
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We American Communists, who
have always constituted an independ-

ent American political party, have
with and organizationally independent of other Marxist parties for nearly twenty years.
But we are only now beginning to
get straight on the need for achievbeen unaftliated

ing full

independence

of

thought

a common
within the framework
'on ofthe
need to
Marxist ideology;
combine our unshakable feelings of
close fraternal solidarity with all
Marxist 'parties utith the understanding of the equality, creative responsibilities, and the independence
of our own indigenous Communist
movement.

There is no contradiction between
t}re true national interests of our own

people and the common workingclass interests of the peoples of all
countries. It is by starting with the

grained tendencies to try to apply
mechanically the experiences of other
Marxist parties, and to view uncritically, unscientifically, some of their

among these valued greetings, here
and there, there may be an open or
an implied note of criticism.
In our judgment, mutual fraternal

anaylses.

exchanges

But in struggling to eradicate these
habits, we re-affirm that there are
universally valid Marxist principles.
We condemn cynicism of and hostility to the socialist countries and to
their Marxist parties. We reject any
view which sees only the gross violations of socialist principles which

among Marxist parties is a beneficial
and nlcessary development. We believe it is most useful when exercised
in a scientific, obiective, and comradely way, on the basis of equality
and fraternity.
It is in this spirit that we are happy
to receive the greetings of all brother
parties. In respect to the misgivings
ixpressed in the greetings signed by
Jaiques Duclos, let me say that we

have occurred, but does not see the
historical achievements of the USSR,

rhe Peoples Republic

of China.and

the other lands of socialism, and the
processes of self-correction and dynamic advance of these new social

now taking Silace.
Despite the "critics" of socialisrn,
it is the world of imperialism that is

systems which are

in profound crisis, is becoming
of our own peo- smaller and is torn apart by insoluple and by creatively utilizing the ble contradictions, whereas the soscience of Marxism-Leninism to help
cialist third of thi world is not "fallsolve the problems of the American
ing apart," but is growing stronger.
people, to eflectively resist and help It embraces almost a billion people
check the predatory drive of monop who are building a new society in
oly capital,-1that we will best pro- which the working people, for the
mote international working class frrst time in history, are shaping
solidarity and peace, that we will best their,own destiny. And it is this dv
advance the friendship and anti-im- velopt'nent which makes it possible
perialist cooperation of the peoples to prevent another world war and to
of the USA and Latin America, achieve peaceful co-existence.
We welcome and are proud of the
Asia, Africa and Europe
We still have a long way to go to fraternal greetings we have received
grasp the new relationships now de- at this convention from so many
v'eloping among Marxist parties. For Communist Parties of cther lands.
the habits of nearly a life-time are We appreciate their observations and
very difficult to break. It will take a expressions of solidarity. And we are
long time to overcome the deeply in- not taken aback by the fact that
needs and interests

of opinion and

criticism

Amirican Communists firrnly believe in our great malority that the
main line of our convention resolutions is Marxist-Leninist in content
and fully in accord with the interests
and democratic traditions of our
country, with proletarian solidarity
and with the new and ever develop
ing generalized experience of the inteinitional working class.
In any case, our decisions will be
our own, made by the collective
iudsment of this convention, and
*itt"U. based on ourMarxist understanding of American reality and the
needs of our people and nation.
.nl8i*

After making the necessarY amendments, this convention, I trust, will
adopt the Draft Resolution and the
new Constitution. It will also act
upon a much-needed Program of immediate action' In mapping out such
a program, I hope the convention
will consider what can be done iq-

dependently by the party, as well as
what we can do in cooperation with
others to help promote the broadest

kind of unity of action.
I hope we. shall get away from
rigidly conceived national carnpaigns,
but rather seek flexibly to focus attention locally and in the states on
specific issues already profected by
the labor and people's movements.
High among these are such vital
demands as: enforcement of desegre-

gation everywhere; reduction of the
arms budget; cutting of taxes on low
income groups; introduction of the
3o-hour weekq extension of social security; repeal of all legislation which
violates the Bill of Rights; banning

all H-bomb

tests and atomic weapons; the calling of a new Summit
Conference.

Whatever program

of action we
I am

project for the coming months,

sure we shall give high priority to
waging a many-sided struggle for the
enactment of a federal civil rights
program. I hope that this program
will lay special stress on what can
be done to get city councils and state
legislatures, as well as trade-union locals and civic and church organizations, to memorialize Congress and
the Preiident, as well , as to act on

urgent community and shop demands to end all jimcrow practices
in housing, schools, and employment.

This kind of activity would get
down to the grass roots level, and,
at the same time, exert effective influerrqe on eongress and the Admin-
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istration, on state legislatures and
muniqipal councils, as well as on the
national mass organizations of the
people.

I

strongly recommend

approach

a similar

to the supremely - impor-

tant issue of banning the genocidal
H-bomb tests and weapons.
'rtifn

Whatevsr else this convention
does, it rfirut at least lay the foundations for grappling wilh these big
mass problems which have been neg-

lected in the heat of our internal
struggle: how to expand our work-

ing-class base, ties, and influencel
how to help promote the united action of labor, of Negro and white,
of the people against the trusts, the
white supremacists and the warmonSers.

To pose these key questions is to
suggest that one of our sPecial and
major contributioni will be made in
the ideological arena. am not pro-

I

posing we become a Brain Trust,
or act like self-appointed "idea men"
for the existing mass organizations.
On the contrary. We must ourselves
engage more fully in all mass strug'

if

we are to aid these movements
attain their objectives, to go for'

gles

to
ward and to deepen their understanding of all economic, social and
political
issues.
- The battle
of ideas-in which the
monopolists have for too long main'

tained the initiative-is bound to
grow much sharper as we move
deeper into the age of atomic energy

KEYNOTE.ADDRESS
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and automation. Both their good and

culation and use, and markedly im-

and conditions. We need to synthe-

evil potentialities are becoming ap

prove thpir Marxist content

parent to millions of Americans. But
these millions are not yet aware of
their collective power to decide the
outcome, and are still less conscious
that the die can be cast against cetas-

readability.

size and enrich these, bearing in
mind the big and favorable changes
in the world and the new trends developing in our own country.
Our unity must be founded on a
common policy and on a practical
program. of mass activity that expresses the interests of the people,

trophe only through a tinited and
resolute mass anti-monopoly movement, led by the working class.
Within this context there are, and
will be, new opportunities to advance
our basic socialist aims and concepts.
We should exercise a new initiaiive
to make known what we are doing
hcre to develop our program, to
widen the exchange of views among
those of socialist persuasion, and to
reach new sections of the working
class with the goals, ideas,.and principles of scientific socialism, of Marxism-Leninism.

To bring to the millions,

already
concerned about the future, greater
consciousness of why and how its
shape will be deterrnined by con-

certed popular mass action

to curb

and eventually break the power of
the monopolies-this is labor's and
our greatest challenge. The place to
carry on this education is in every
school of experience where large
numbers of people are learning
through mass activity.
In this connectign, the Doily and
Sunday Worftcr, and the magazine,
Polhical Affairs, can be exceptionally
significant. This requires that we
take extraordinary measures to preserve them and to increase their cir-

and

*J3n

In emphasizing all of these ques-

tions, I do not mean to inaply that
we are already out of the woods of
our internal difrculties, or that the.
crucial question of Party unity has
already bcen settled.

On thc contrary. We still

have

sharp and unresolved differences on
a host of vital questions. We still face

infexible tendencies to crystallize an
extreme polarization of views which
foster dangerous divisions and factionalism.
Therefore onc of the central questions beforc this convention is: What
are some of the prerequisites for
achieving . that principled unity

which is indispensable to the life and
progress of our party, to enable us to
enhance our contributions to our
people and country?
Comrnunist unity can be forged
and maintained only on the basis of
working class, Marxist-Leninist principles. These scientific and universally valid principles must be fought

for firmly, and in a comradely spirit.
But it is not enough to recite or
proclaim these Marxist principlcs.
They must be grasped scicntifiqally
and applied creatively in accord with
the concrete conditions of our country and the needs of thc American
working class. We need to study
more deeply the science of MarxismLeninism and American traditions

and the collcctive experience and the
will of the inajority of the Party
membership. I am confident that the

political orientation and the changes
proposed in the amended Draft
Resolution and the Draft Constitu-

tion will,provide a sound basis for
such unity, and that it will be further strengthened by the subsequent
drafting and adoption of a basic par-

ty program.

, I believe too that what has hap
pened in regard to Party unity and
the lessons of the past decade underscore the great need for boldly rcfreshing our Party leadership at all
levels, for effccting a united team
which embodies the best of the old
and the new, with special stress on
Negro, shop, trade union, women,
and youth representation.
Let me also suggest a few additional guideposts to aid us as we
strive to weld the unbreakable unity
our party so sorely needs:

(r)

The enemy of the American

people is our enemy. That enemy is
not here in Houston Street; its hcad-

quarters is

in Wall Strect. The dif-

ferences that divide us here are not

irreconcilable contradictions arising
from a confict of class interests.

They are

essentially conflicting

opinions of Communists which llave
to be h"*m.red out collectivelY, in
comradely discussion.

(z) We must therefore not Permit criticism of the Party's errors to
into

undermiiing - the
.t rlittg contributions and role of our
Party.-We must make sure that all
degenerate

our criticism is constructive, that it
deals with issues on their merits, that
it does not degenerate into personal
vilification, and that it does not give
the class opponent comfort or polit'

ical ammunition. We may use a

serious Left-sectarian errors of the
past and in sharply calling attention

io our

weakness and defects

purpose

Therefore

for the

struggle against dogmatism and Leftsectarianism. At the same time, we
must sharpen up and wage a more
determined struggle against opPor-

of highlighting the crucial

to overcome them.
However, that report would have
been better balanced if it had Presented more fully the positive and
noteworthy contributions of our
party during the cold-war 'decade,
and if it had forewarned more explicitly against the growth of Right'
opportunist tendencies in our sharp
turn against Left-sectarianism.
The-curse of one-sideness has become even more Pronounced since
the emergence of new Problems and
points of controversy. This is all too
Lvident in the approach of manY
comrades to the intei-acting dangers

need

lose them. It is better to make haste
slowly than tg improvise gimmicks in
the false hope that we can come uP
with all the answers at once. And in
this respect, we must understand that
this convention cannot definitely de'
cide all questions with which we are
confronted.
(+) W. must guard against on-e-

sididtt.st in our thinking, our work,
our decisions. For instance, I believe
rny report to the APril National
Committee meeting was correct rn
emphasizing as the main danger the

the main dsnger and the chief obstacle to effecting a decisive turn in
our relations with mass€s for some
time to come. TheY are too deePthe mere
seated to be eradicated bY
'i'trey
still
adoption of resolutions.
aflict our mass work and Policies.
They even lead to a narrow and undialectical approach to such Profouhd Marxist-Leninist documents
as the recent staternent of the Communist Party of Chiha "On the Historical Experience of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat."*

-lEturr,a
Ed.

iry lo.tit;9dt

4t.ht,!
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it is necessary to wage

the most resolute and systematic

tunist and revisionist .tendencies
*hi.h, far from disappearing, are

growing in our party.

-

Another thing:

in the process of

correcting. mistakes, whether of the
Left or Right variety: we have too

often failed to help friends and allies
understand what it is we are trying
to correct--and why. It does not
necessarily follow that when we make
changes in policy we also break ofl

united front relationships, as we
seem to have tho,ught sometimes in
the past. We are agreed that iri
many instances, our estrangement
frorn the Left and Center forces in
the trade unions was largelY our
fault. Let us try to correct our mistakes in a manner that will helP end
those estrangcrnents and establish

sharp surgical knife to cut away the
chronic disease of dogmatism or to
curb the growth of revisionism. But '
and Right'opporlet us noi forget that our purpose is of Left-sectarianism
are clear and
of
which
tunism-both
to save and strcngthen the PartY, and
present
today.
that no oPeration can be considered
Dogmatism and doctrinairism are
successful-if it leaves the patient low
the main danger, and will be
still
in morale, mutilated and half-dead.

(:) W. must use our heads-not
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new mass ties and cooPerative relations.

('Jl
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ties.'We should not forget that most
of these stood firm during the roughest days of the cold war and McCarthyite hysteria, and that today

most

of them are not lacking in

courage, and that many remain adherents of socialism.
Let us be slow to condemn the

term,porarily disoriented,

and

their way back eventually, or who

in friendly
discussion or join in united-front
activity on certain specific issues. Let
us distinguish between those who
have been shaken by recent events
and seek clarity, and those who have
forsaken Marxist principles. But at
all times let us vigorously defend
the honor, integrity and morale of

presently may engage us

our Party.
Finally, Iet us remember that there

is legitimate place in our ranks for
difierences. of opinion, both before
and after the majority arrives at a
decision. But there is ao place in
our Party for factions or factionalism.

At this critical juncture in

*itri

We are going to need a lot of Patience with each other, and with old
friends and allies whose patience wc
have sometimes tried to the breaking
point. In the past Period some comiades have left us because o'f the impact of certain grievous departures
irom Leninist principles in the so'
cialist countries, as well as

in

because

overcoming our
of our slowness
and difficulmistakes
internal
own

ever

ready to help those who wish to End

our

life and history, we would
do well to heed the sage counsel
of Abraham Lincoln: "A house diParty's

vided against itself cannot stand."
If we collectively keep uppermost
in our thinking and endeavors the
common socialist aims and principles
to which we are dedicated, then I
am, confident that our house shall
stand and will be built ever stronger; and the ties of comradeship and
high purpose which bind us and all

POLITICAL AFFAIRS
'Well, comrades, strugglc is what
other like-minded people can and will
we are going to have plenty of. For
be strengthened.
it
iF
i*
whatever the state of thc economic
Comrades, today our PartY is small barometer, political and econornic
in numbers and in manY Parts of struggles of great magnitude lic
the country is relatively limited in ahead.
Labor, the Negro people, and thc
its mass influence. But we are learn'
ing from our mistakes. We are great mass of Americans are unwilllooking and moving forward. In ing, as they are unable, to retreat
the process we are beginning to es- before monopoly's oflensive against
tabliih new mass ties and relation- their living standards, their demoships with valuable friends and al' cratic rights, and their peace aspirations. Nor are labor and the peolies.
Moreover, we are a party in league ple, in this era of automation and
with the future, a party based uPon atomic energl, either able or willing
and representing the fundamentd iust to stand still. Our Party's abilinteresti of the American working ity to contribute more effectively to
class-Negro and white. We are an the American people's struggle to deArnerican party, based on the tradi- fend what they have won and take
tions of Sylvis, Debs, and Ruthen- a giant step forward will depend,
berg*and with ideological ties of to no small extent, on how we rrieet
fratErnal kinship to the hundreds of the challenge that now confronts us.
Our task is indeed a difficult one.
millions moving toward world
peace, national liberation, and social- But if the convention tackles it
i.m. We should not lose sight of boldly, with confidence in America's
that truth, even though now and working people, and with truly creative Marxist-Leninist understanding,
then the winds shift.
Frederick Douglass once wisely ob- I am sure we will make the necesserved that: "If there is no struggle, sary changes and do what needs to
be done.
there is no progress."
r4

0n the lr,lain Draft

Resolutlon

(Reporredbywi,iaml;r"3,:"1*"J1T:i"''Lgt"l#llli::
mittee on "The Party")
In submitting the maiority Report,

Comrade Schneiderman said: "Tbe
Convention should see as its main task that of directing its main blow in
such a way that all comrades will see it without any confusion or obscurity
task of fighting against Left-sectarian errors, not only as errors of

-the
tactics

or political estimates, but of striking at the deepseated dogmatism
and doctrinairism which has hung so heavily on our Party in the past."
After a minority Reporl by Comra.dc Esther Cantor, the Conucntion sent
the Committec bacft lor further discussion, which resulted in the unanitnous recommendation ol thc 'following amendcil section uhich was

adopted by the

'

Conaentiot-H

In our struggle for a mass policy taas possible lor Big Business and
we base our'selves on the following its political repr€sentatiues to isolate

Marxist-Leninist propositions:
a) that both Left-sectarianism and
Righropportunism have objec,
tive roots in reality-in the system under which we live;

tlte Party.

To end its isolation and erpand its
mass u,,orft, the main tas\ of the
Party today is to ouelcome cornplete-

ly the inflocnce ol

Left-sectarian
estimates, policies and tactics in all

. b) That the struggle must be con-

fields of uorft.
In the process ol carrying out the
main tasft, the Pany must struggle

ducted on both fronts, with the
main emphasis against that

which threatens the Marxist
line of our Party at the given

agailst existcnt Nght-opportuiist
tendencies, combatting thcm at all

moment.

times. This is especially necessary in

The mos, important mistaftes uilu ol the extrentely sharp iurn
made in the period under reaiew uhich the Party is nou, mafting in
tuere Left-sectarian in charactur. many of its basic policies. The neces-

These l*ft-sectarian mistaftes, in the
context ol sharp attacft against the
Party, are tlte main reasow lor the
unprecedented degree to uthich it

sary. struggle against Right-opportunist, errors must be carried in in
swch a woy as not to ueaften the

main tas\.

B.

0n Marxist-Lenini$ Iheory
(Exiract from Reporf_by Max Weissg;o-secretary of the sub-com-

:,,1

il1

s.i

t;i

mittee on "The Party")
Oun cortlrrrrEE was called upon to
debate one of the most decisive ques-

tions before the party. A motion was
made in the committee to strike the
t5

t6
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word "interpret" from the Resolution and substitute for it a paragraph
which would speak only of "credtively applying" the principles of Marxiim-Leninism. This motion was defeated by a vote of r4'rz.
The position of the maiority of
our committee which supported retaining the word "interPret" was
substantially as follows:
Such an assertion is necessarY as
an explicit declaration of the independent and equal status of our party
in relation to all other parties in the
world Conemunist movement on

of theory.
This has not always been the
case. The past history of our relations with other Communist Parties
has largely been one in which we
matters

i

i

too often tacitly assumed that the interpretation of the principle of Marxism-Leninism as made by the CPSU
was ipso facto valid, and that all we
had to do was to creatively apply
their interpretation to our conditions.
But this past history, and the present situation, proves that confilicting

interpretations of these MarxistLeninist principles inevitably arise.
There is, for example, the present
controversy between the French and
,Italian parties over w,hether the slogan of the Italian CP for the reform
of that country's social structure
violates the principles of MarxismLeninism. The French CP interprets
the principles of Marxism-Leninism
in such a manner that the Itfin
Communist position is a departure
from these piinciples.
There are, for example, the dif-

ferent interpretations given to the
Marxist teaching on the absolute and

relative impoverishment of the
The French Communist
Party, as expressed in a report of
masscs.

Comrade Thorez, makes one interpretation. Others, however, like the

Italian Party, support a somewhat
difierent interpretation of this principled quesdon.
The message of greetings to this
convention from the Central Committee of the French Communist
Party, signed by Comrade Duclos, is
another instance in point. This letter
makes it clear that the interpretation
of the principles of Marxism-Leninism as made by the Central Comrnittee of the CP of France is such that

the main resolution of our convention embodies departures from these
principles. Our Party, and particularly this convention, is called upo,r
to decide for itself whether it agrees
that the interpretation of these principles is such that we consider our
resolution as being consistent with
them. Clearly, there are two difierent
interpretations of what these princiPles

are'
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The majority of the committee
was of the ppinion that our Party
must continue-while paying the
closest attention to the valued
opinions of other parties, especially
the CPSU-to decide for itself the
interpretation

of

Marxist-Leninist

principles.

Why did the maiority of

the

Committee feel that we should not

accept the proposal

to

substitute

the formulation "creatively apply"
for the word "interpret" ? For this
reason: the creative application of
a principle depends on the prior
act of interpretation of that principle. We cannot agree with any
position which implies that some
other party will interpret for us
what the principles of MarxismLeninism are while all that we are
called upon to do is to aPPIY as
creatively as we can their interpretation.
Therefore, the motion to substitute
the formulation "creatively apply"
for "interpret" was rejected by the

majority of our committee.
Now, many comrades agree fully

in our minds about the universality
or objective character of the prin'
cioles

th.

of

Marxism-Leninism.

prr"g.aph now reads as fol'

lows:

Marxism-Leninism

is a

scientific

analvsis of the universal and objective iaws of social development. It is
the generalization of the experience

of the working clas of each countrY
and of all lands, and like all science,
is an international Product. The
orinciples of scientific iocialism were
hrr, p,r, forward by Marx and

Enseli. They were further developed
in t"he imperialist era by Lenin. They
were later enriched by contemporary
Marxi,;ts in manY countries. The

Communist Party bases its theorY
ly, unmistakably and publicly that senerally on the cultural herftage
it is our Party which must interPret 6f rnr,r[ind, and particularly on the
these principles as best we can, orinciples of scientific socialism dethat no other Party in the interna- i,.lop.d by Marx, Engels and Lenin'
tional Communist movement no These principles the Communist
matter in how great esteem we hold Party of the United States interprets,
it, should be assumed to have anY and'applies, and-strives to develop
authoritarian, ex cathedra right to furthei, in accordance with the reinterpret these principles for us. ouirements of the American class
However, these comrades have ex- ,irueel. and democratic traditions.
pressed fears that as originally for- W."frust learn much better how'to
mulated in the draft resolution, extract from the rich bodY of this
doubt might be cast on the objec- theory that which is universally valid,
tive character or the universality of combining it with the specific experithe principles of Marxism-Lenin- ences of the American working class
ism.. Therefore, a reformulation in the struggle for socialism in the
was made of the sentence contain- United Statii. In doing this, the Party
ing the word "interpret." It was must distinguish better between
broken into two sentences and an those additions to Marxist theorY
valid for all countries and
explicit formuldtion added to the *Fr.h
"r.
reflect exclusively cerwhich
orthose
in
paragraph
the
of
beginning
der to remove any possible basis tain unique features of one or aafor inferring that there is any doubt other country.

with the necessity to declare

clear-
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0n Relations lrlith 0ther ]r{ani$ Parties
(Report by Nemmy Sparlis, co-chairman of the sub-committee on
"The Party")
'WrrH rrm emergence of socialism
as a world systems it has becorne
necessary

to

As long
Communiit International gave as
one of the main reasons for its deago as July, 1943, the

contradiction between socialist
of criticism

cision , to dissolve, the following
judgment:
"The profound difference in the
historical roads of development of

countries is the method

and struggle, but that criticism
must be within the. fr4mework of
rec'ognition that the fundamental
conflict is between the forces of
the peoples and the forces of imperialism. 'We were correct in recognizing this new type of contradiction, but it must be admitted that
in dealing with it recently, we made
many errors, either confusing the
two contradictions, or failing to
maintain the primacy of the fundamental contradiction. Undoubtedly it will take some time and
further experience for all of us to
learn how to handle this new type
of question correctly, through all
the maze of historical events that
characterize the period we live in.
The failure to recognize the
complications of the historical development of socialism led also to
oLrr uncritical acceptance of the
developments in, the Soviet lJnion,
and our tendency to accept uncritically the views of Marxists of other
countries. We exaggerated the possibilities of a single world view,
not recognizing that it can provide
only a general guide. This resulted
in strengthening doctrinairism on
our part, led us to mistrust the observations of our own members
working in the field, and hindered
the normal development of our

recognize, besi.des the

contradiction between the forces
of imperialism and the people, a
new type of contradiction: a contradiction between socialist countries, or
between the Communist parties of

different countries.
In the early days before World
War I, it was generally thought
that national boundaries and nadonal consciousness wot{d disap
pear with the coming of socialism,
but Lenin insisted even before World
War I on the continuing importance
of the national question.
As it. happened, the socialist revolution was not world-wide in rgr7,
but succeeded in only one country.
Since then, socialism has developed
within national lines and in a world

where national

theoretica'l work.

consciousness is

stronger than ever. This greatly
complicates the problems of proletarian internationalism.
Thus today, despite their common aims and outlook, we find that
the unity of the socialist world is
by no means automatic. It was
chiefly to the solution of this question that the Chinese Communist
Party recently devoted their excellent article, and the visits of Qlou
Enlai to the Soviet Union and the
?eople's Democracies.

The method of solution of this

each country of
verse character and even

the world, the di-

the

con-

tradictions

in the social order, the

difference

in the degree of

difference in level and rate of their
social development, and finallY the
con-

sciousness and organization of the

workers, have also conditioned'the

which face the
varioqs problems
working class of each individual
country."

How much more true is this today with the vastly greater_complitations of the situation? Thereirra, -ota than ever, must we be,
as Comrade Dennis placed it in his
keynote "not only organizationally
independent,

but ideologically in-

the Draft Resolution, Page .5?
through the toP of Page. 59 wrth

onlv 6ne amendment. This amenda Resolution bY
-.it it based on Convention
and
,tr. ltti"oit State
bY
unanimouslY
Your'
was adopted
committee.

It reads as follows:
New problems of relations have
arisen ; a result of the emergence of socialism as a world- sYstem comprising a number of national states in Place of one encircled socialist country. Serious
mistakes and shortcomings in the
relations between the USSR and

other socialist states-as in the examples of Poland and HungarYhave been revealed. Efforts are
being made to correct these mistakes and certain imPortant corrections have been made on the
basis of a {urther develoPment of
the Marxist-Leninist principles of
proletarian internationalism, -na'

iional

and equality.
in relationships

independence

Correction of errrrs

between socialist states is faciliWe should carefully studY all tated by the fact that the fundacriticism and opinions, as' we, in mental basis of such relations is
a fully responsible waf, criticize comJnon ideology, comtnon aims,

dependent."

others, but no opinions from elsewhere can determine our PolicY.
Only those policies, which arise
out of our own interpretPtion and
application of our Marxist-Leninist

mutual assistance and cooperatign.
International working-class soli:
darity includes the right and rerpo.riibility to friendly criticism of
b^rott'rer patti.s or the actions of sosiientific principles to the needs cialist governments. At the same
and interesls of the American work- timq it requires that such criticism
ing class and people can be valid shall be within the framework of
for us.
recognition that the fundamental
confict of all peoples is with the
your
committee
Therefore
Proposes the adoption of this section of forces of imperialism.
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ence on Organizational Prohlems in
eady autumn, when they can get the
attention they merit, and when we
have some experience under our belt
in carrying out the policy adopted at
this convention.

0n the Draft Constitution*
(Report by Fred M. Fine, co-chairman, Constitution-Organization

In drafting a constitution we are,
of course, in the frrst instance shaP'
ing a charter that will embodY _our
orinciples and covern our conduct.

Committee)
A CoNsrm;rroN is a basic document.
It is a statement of PrinciPles and
purpose. It is a codification of the

it.ritrr. of our

organizdtion, and

the rules that govern its conduct. It
is a spelling out of the means and
procedures to implement our organizational principles, and to enhance

the maximum efiectiveness of our

party as an organized body.
It was inevitable that out o[ so
fundamental and searching a discus'
sion as has engaged our party during

the past year there would emerge a
new fundamental charter for our organization. Inevitably, too, considera-

tion of a new constitution increasingly involved' consideration of the
most fundamental principles of a
Marxist party-vanguard role, monolithic unity, democratic centralism,
the party's class character. It would
be useful*if there were time-to
trace the evolution of the discussion.
But there is only time enough to say
that as the discussion developed, the
attention of our membership increas-

ingly centered on questions relating
to organizational principles and their
-ao--i*

to thc prasue of time, this R@ort
Eas not acmally delivered, but a motion vas
passed to include it in the record of dre Convcn1i6n--P- [{, l-

as constitutional provi'
The National Committee has

b", *.

expression
sions.

clubs, sections and state organizations, and from individual members,
concerning these questions. Thc

if

we

others see us. While that is an elusive

major time of many of our party
conventions at other levels was devoted to such questions.

gift, it is readily recognizable_that
*any arr looking at us today. Thol-

'

The formidable job tackled by the
Constitution-Organization Commit-,

tee was to seek a synthesis of the,
many expressions of opinion that,
would embody the will of the mem'
bership. Before proceeding to the,''i'
questions that occupied the commit- J
tee and will be presented for your Ii
consideration, a word about thc 1i;

Your committee recogniz-ed that
at this convention we will not be
able to have the "traditional" organ:
izational report, nor a discussion ofl
the specific and detailed organizational problems we face in the Party

today. These are important questions, but the answer to them is dependent upon the main political direction we chart and the constitutioh

we adopt. We propose thqt the conuention instruct the National Co'mmittee to conaene a nationol confer-

would 6'e shortsighted

did not recognize that #hat we do
adects our relationships with others.
Like Robert Burns, we might well
hope for the gift to see ourselves as

received hundreds of resolutions from

'
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such journals as the Catholic Com'
,nonr)eol, the Progressiue, the Re'

porter-and even

in The New

Leader and F ortune.magazine.

Sidney Lens, an official of a Chicago labor union, writing in the
Pigressiue, speculated that American Communists will "develoP new
forms and new approaches diflerent
from those of Yugoslaviq Poland
and that "American
and Hungary"
Socialists and liberals, who will
clearly not rush to embrace it [Communism], will be watching with
profound
- I could,interest."
given'the time, cite other
such expressions

of

oPinion.

of words have appeared in the
newspapers and journals of opinion

if 3ll this is being noted as
significant by observers outside our
or-bit of influencg it must be even

in our countryr many of them r-ecognizing the pregnant nature of our
internal debates, and the promise
they give of new initiatives and ad'
vances by our Party.
What we do in our convention will
have an infuence on the direction of
the Left as a whole, enhancing our
ability, together with other Socialistminded Americans, to enter into a
new stage of the movement for socialism in our country. An essential
fact is that the changes which this
convention will inaugurate have already-in large measure-begun to
be put into p,ractice in the very course
of our pre-convention discussion.
This ls recognized by many observers, anti-Communist, as well as
liberal and socialist-minded, who
have written about our discussion in

we adopt can initiate a

sands

But

more important for the thousands
who at one time were members of
our Party, who left with no hostility
to the cause of socialism, but who,
for a variety of reasons, found membership and activity in our organiza'
tion difficult or, impossible because
of disagreement over some policy or
our methods of work.
The changes we are debating are
also of great consequence to those in
our ranks who have dorJbts about
their continued association with our
party, and are wondering whether
this convention will and can in fact'
answer the problems we face in a
way that will give them good reason
for continued active association with
our Party.
Thus, the policies and Constitution

renaissance
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of activity and growth, which will ditions and realities of the American
renew the power of attraction our class struggle.
party can and should have for manY
ihousands who wish to enlist in the
ranks of a socialist movement.

,

The preimble is designed to afrrm
that the American Communist PartY
seeks

no narrow partisan monoPolY

I now pass on to sorne of the sPe- in the struggle for socialism, while

ci6c elements

of the Constitution.

THE PREAMBLE

to

First: the Preamble. What is our
preamble
designed to achieve?
- The preamble
is designed to Place
new emphasis on the Party's indigenous character, its native roots, its
devotion to the class character of the
American working class and the national interests of the American peo
ple-and this in conjunction with a
ieaffirmation of the cardinal principle that there is an identity of inteiest and historic destiny that serve
as the common bond uniting the
workers of all lands. In this lighg
we indicate the new relationship
among the workers'Parties of various

lands, based on fraternity, equalitn
independence, and rnutual assistance
in the form of comradely and constructive criticism.
The preamble is designed

it continues to play its vanguard role.
Our party fighis si6by sile with all
for socialism and seeks
*ho

to cm-

phasize our departure from the
dogmatic and doctrinnaire rigidities
of the past, and to give expression tg
a more creative, more fexible, more
self-reliant approach to our theory,
a theory which exists objectively and
has universal validity, but which
comes to life for us and grows in
effectiveness as it is applied and developed in accordance with the tra-

with other socialistcoope."t.
"trugglJ
minded Americans in working to'
ward our ultimate goal. Our PartY,'
which many years ago recognized
that there were various roads to socialism and that the American
working people would travel their
own road, now gives a new dimension to the movement for socialism
as we emphasize our advocacy of a
peaceful, democratic road to social''
rslrL

Our new draft Constitution, in its
Preamble and various clauses, reiterates and makes clear that we have
no room in our ranks for those who
advocate force or violence or terrorism, or who by word or act seek
to subvert, undermine or overthrow

the institutions of American democ'
racy through which the majority of
American people can maintain their
right to determine their destinies.
Our Party, which has pioneered in
the struggle against all forms of na-

tional oppression, national chauvinism, disirlmination and segregatioi, -u/
makes it the obligation of all of our
rnembers to struggle against the.
ideological infuences and practices
of racial theories such as whitc
chauvinism and anti-Semitism, and

makes it one of its cardinal principles
to wipe out the system of iim-cro,w
and to fight for the full social, political and economic equality of the
Negro people and to promote the
unity of Negro and white as essential for the advancement of their

common interests.

In a sense, the preamble serves as
a capsule summary of a Party pro-

23

considerable pre-convention debate
revolved around the question of the
"vanguard role," it is proper that we
spend a few minutes on this question, preparatory to hearing thi re-

port of the sub-committee.
The Constitution and its preamble re-afrrm that the Communist Party places foremost the interest

of the entire working class and all

gram. As you know, the drafting of the oppressed people. As an organa full Party program is a job that is ization of advanced workers, it
still before us. The draft resolution strives to bring a socialist outlook
recommends that this convention inl into the working-class movement and

struct the national committee to
draft a new, more comprehensive

to heighten the political initiative
and understanding of the working
and more Edequate program for our class and its allies in the solution
Party and present it to the Party for of the day-to-day problems in their
discussion and action within the next current struggles. This is a role for
year. The Constitution Committee which our Party is uniquely equipped in that our program and policies
associates itself with this proposal.
are based on the theory of scientific
VANGUARD ROLE
socialism. It is the creative, fexible
In treating the next specific issue application of this theory, tested in
before the committee-vanguard role the crucible of the class struggle and
of the Party-I again revert to the enriched by the experiencei-of the
workers in their daily struggles,
preamble.
which
endows our Party with the
The Draft Preamble describes the
Communist Pdrty of the United ability to participate in all struggles
States as "an American working- of labor and the people for progress.
class political organization which With such application, this can be
bases itself upon the principles of done in such a way as to help make
scientifi-c socialism" and which the working class conscious of itself
"champions the immediate and fundamental interests of the workers,
farmers and all others who labor by
hand and brain, against capitalist ex-

ploitation and oppression."

This cogendy describes the charof the Communist Party and
delineates its vanguard role. Since

acter

as a class, help it grasp the relationship of class forces, the meaning of
specific struggles, the interconnection
of these struggles with the neccssary
and inevitable victory of socialism.
The gross errors we committed in
the past in the mechanical, arrogant
way in which we assumed the role

ON THE DRAFT CONSTITUTION
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of "the vanguard party" as though independent activities - which inwe were the sole and exclusive em- clude the projection of Program,
bodimeni of leadership of the work- mass educaiional and propaganda
ing class-and at a time when our activities, the activity of our mem'
Left-sectarian attitudes and practices bers and organizations in the comto suffer the most painful
isolation from the working class!-

caused us

has nothing in common with the
genuine and realistic position we
strive to hold in American political
life, particularly in relation to the
working class and its allies, a position of fulfilling the role and maintaining the quality of a class uansuard'.' As a fbundition'for eflective
'fradErship,
we strive to earn the
esteem of the working class, listening and learning from the workers,
participating in their everyday struggles at the level at which they are
being waged
The concrete expression of this
leadership role will of necessity be
different today in the presence of a
powerful organized labor movement
and Negro people's movement than
it was in the early '3ols when these
movements were much smaller in
size and narrower in content. The
advanced programs brought forward
in recent years by many labor and
people's organizations and the initiatives taken by many of these organizations on many issues pose new
challenges on,how we strive to fuL
fill our role.
In answering this "howr" we must
difierentiate between what is our
vanguard role ideologically and
politically and how we express our
so-called "independent role." Our

munities on the issues, our relations
as a party per se

within united fronts

to fulfill our vanguard

-help
In this area, we

role.

must give new and

deep consideration to the question
of how we look as an organizauon
to the masses of the people, how
clearly and well we are able to proiect our socialist outlook and win
adherents to the perspective of socialism, how skillfully we develop
tactical approdches for implementing
the strategic aim of an anti-monopoly
coalition and government as an im-

in the transition to socialism, how to proiect demands
portant stage

which meet the needs and serve the
best interests of the working class
and its allies in particular moments
in the struggles on issues.
In striving to fulfill an ever greater
role of leadership ideologically and
politically, it is first of all necessary
to grasp the essential quality of the
Communist contribution in the
struggles a$ they unfold in today's
conditions. A resolution adopted by
the Michigan State Convention describes this contribution in the following way:

In the current struggles of labor and
the, people .for. progress, led by their
mass organizations-such as the daily
job struggles, the fight for Negro liberation, work for peace and d.r+o"racy-the Communists in these move-

and
and
dcvotion, in furthering the unity and

ments assist by their experience
understanding,'their tireleis,efforts

effectiveness

of

thcse movcments.

In the past, we gave some grounds
for the idea.that we sought "harmful factionalism" and'iinfiltration
within other organizations for sinister purposes." This must be shown
to bi entirely false. The Draft Constitution (Article VI, Sec. 9) states:
"All Party members in mass organizations (trade unions, farms and

fraternal organizations, etc.) shall
cooperate to promote and strengthen
the given organization and shall
abide by the democratic decisions of
these organizations.l'

Finally, in our opinion, the draft

trade-union resolution made a signal
contribution in its examination of the
relationship and role of Communists
and the Party to the trade unions
and labor movement. This resolution
states:

It is not the policy of the Communist Party to interfere with, "bore
from within," or to seek to capture or

control the trade unions. We reject any
allegation that this is our policy. We
respect the complete political and organizational independence of the trade
unions and other organizations of the

working class. Wb Communisis

seck

to infuence the organized workers by
persuasion, discussion, and example,
we do any other section of the population.

as

Alongside

of this, the trade-union
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resolution concludes with a listing
o{ the reasons why Comnr.unists are
needed among the workers:

For their conscious participatioa-.in
the dailv strusqles; for their ability
to help bta* Iiitots from each battle
,nd to help chart the course aheadfor an anti-monopoly coalition of labor, the farmers and the Negro Pco'
ple: for their unreserved position on
ihe' side of the workers in the class
strussle: for their conviction of the
iden?itv-of interest of the workers of
or, .orrnt., with the workers of othersl
for their profound belief in the desirabiliw and the inevitability of a socialisi transformation of our country'

In striving to overcome our isolation from the peoP'le's movements
and in once moie entering into the
movements and struggles on a whole

variety of issues stirring the Ameri'
can piople today, we mirst be mindful of ,ut present status. This requires the most realistic appraisal of
our strength and caPacities which
inevitably set certain limitations on
the scope and character of the plans
of action we shall undertake and on

the load of activity we can

exPect

our organization to carry. It requires
further a far more penetrating examination of the kind of tactical approaches we develop in the fight
for unity on the issues, in implementing our policies in the day-to-day
activities among the people, always

taking into consideration the thinking and desires of the people with
whom we are working. Such exami-

'
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nation and planning must be concrete, down-to-earth and realistic.
Now is not the time for grandiose
plans and projects. Now is the timc
to begin to test in work, in mass
activity, the new direction of our
Marxist organization, undertaking
such activity as our membership and
organizations are capable of measuring up to with some expectation of
progress. Arnong our foremost and
decisive tasks is a new initiative in
building the Marxist press. With a
few victories under our belt we can
raise our sights.

I

do not need to cite the
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sic obicctivc of democratic centralism
and the ncat dePttures lrom Post

sPecific

forms that bureaucracy has taken in
our Party. For every eiample
-hallI could
could
cite, any comrade in this
cite another. Of course, there arethere have been and will brindi'
viduals with bureaucratic inclina'

tions and institutions with bureau'
cratic tendencies within our Party.
But the ouestion we must face is one
of climatl and soil which permitted
such individual inclinations and institutional tendencies to fourish so
luxuriandy that, like certain parasitic
plants, they threatened to strangle
everything about them. There is no
queition that we in the leadershiP
DEMOCRATIC CENTRALISM
h-ave been guilty of commandism
Now-to Democratic Centralism. and other forms of bureaucracy. It is
Without a doubt, no other single not to excuse the individuals or the
question has attracted so much and leading committees responsible for
such intense discussion in the ranks. such practices that we examine some
Obviously, a great deal of discontent of the principles and methods of orgaruzaiion that our Party has had
existed in our Party over democratic
centraliem as it has been practiced. from its inception.
Where did we go wrong? ManPossibly in this field we had the
worst manifestation of a dogmatic, ifestly it is not a matter of terms.
doctrinaire and infexible application It is, in the first instance, a Inatter
of a principle. For that reason, a of practice, of the content we imfresh and creative approach is need- parted to the principle called demoed-indeed is demanded by the cratic centralism. Our first concern,
whole Party.
therefore, must be with the practices
Is our need more centralism? I we have followed and the content of
hardly think so. The cry has been our organizational methods.
for more democracy. And our probThe classic objective of democratic
lem is how to expand, enrich, and centralisrn is a maximum of unitY
deepen the democracy in our Party of action based on the will of the
retaining the capacity to act membership. In substance, this pre-while
as swiftly as the exigencies of the suppos€s a fexible, a dialectic unity
struggle might require, and to act of opposites. In my iudgment, there
with cohesion and strengtt.
is no contradiction between the clas-

practices called for by thc new Con-

stitution.

Democratic centralism has been

defined as "a fexible system of party
organization which gtrarantees all

conditions for combining the
conscious and active participation of
the whole Party membershiP. in
Partv life tosether with the best
forms of ..t ttllir.d leadership in the
activity and struggles of the Party
and the working class."
In practice, of course'-and 3ot
onlv dlurine ttre rccent pasg or dur'
inE' the Browder period-dcmocratic
ceitralism guaranieed no such thing.
Which should prove once again that
parroting a phiase and the mcaning
it is supposed to have is no oPcn
sesarne io the solution of our Prob

thf

ir

i:

1J
rj,r

lem.

Bv thc

same token,

thc simPlc

of a term docs

,brndonment
solve anything either.

not

We have goi to get at the substance
means uP
rooting bureaucratic practices that

of the queition-which

have Fecomc systematized, encruste4

and hallowed by uadition. Which
means guaranteeing

full

democracy

at .u.r/ levcl of the Party. Which

means a recognition that unity is not

conformity, that discipline is - not
obedience, that effective action fows
from conviction and not command.
. As to monolithic unity. Originally,
this term means simply a common
ideology or oudook as opposed to a
mixture of ideologies. In practice, it

to mean a rigid conformitY- of
views on all matteri of theory, policy
and tactics. The concePt of a com-

came

mon ideology must be retained as
essential to a Marxist PartY. But
Iarge sections of our PartY have
tpo-..k.t out in favor of dropping the
term because of the harmful practices
and connotations that have grown
around it.

Bureaucratic methods of work
a terrible toll in our pglitical
work; they disrupt Party unity, stultify policy and work, and weaken
ori orsanization. Our Draft Political
Resoluiion graphically placed the
problem whith we must attack:
exact

Bureaucratic concePts of Parry orof leadership and
ielations between the Party and the
mass-es have been a prime factor in contributing to our errors. Th.y hindcred
and timely correcti;n of these
the earl-y
-Wrong

ganization, systems

concePts of leadership
discouraged full and free participationof the membership of the discussion of
oolicv and tactics. Thev stood as insur'
^mouitable obstacles t6 the eflorts of
comrades in mass organizations to chal-

errors.

lenee sectarian mlicies and tactics.
Thiy contributed to the weakcning
of inner-party democracy. In manY
cases they resulted

in

departure from

from the very procodures establishcd
by their own constitution. They re-

iult.a in disciplinary actions

which

further inhibited expressions of dis
agreement. They made the life of the
Pany largely routine, dcvoted, at least
between pre-convention discussion periods, to the organization of a multitude

of campaigns without adcquatc exami-
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cent vears manv of our members
of our constitution,
,r.u.ri"*
oui Farty bodies lived bY
and few of".opf
the provisions of the constitution exsystem of leadership and organization
cept in a general waY.
have been accentuated in part by the
i believJ the present mood in the
mechanical application of certain prinParty
won't peimit this to haPPen
ciples of organization adopted by other
The new constitution is the
asain.
Communisi parties that functioned untr"ue, democratic and thoughtful prodder differeni historical conditions.
uct of our whole PartY, and a far
better
constitution than the one
to
attemPts
Our new Constitution
There is a uni'
supplanted.
being
important
The
practices.
such
outlaw
new provisions that buttress the right v.rsil deiermination to base our
of diisent and the new methods for functioning on its principles, and to
electing leadership and making all respect and enforce its provisio-ns.
leading bodies moie responsive to the This constitution can become a livwill oi the membership are historic ing, growing instrument in the -proceis of making our Party more deminnovations for our Party.
Nevertheless; evefl the best Pos- ocratic, more"cohesive,'more effecsible constitution is only as good as tive, and better understood bY the
of American workers.
the life that is breathed into it. There great
- It ismass
in this spirit that we submit
have been periods in our PartY life
when the Party constitution was a through the reports of our subcomlifeless document which had litde mittees the draft for our new PartY
meaning in our everyday life. In re' Constitution.

nation and testing of our policies and
tbctics in actual life by our members
in the shops and organizations.
These bureaucratic methods of work,

Preamble

to the Constitution

democracY, will fulfill the
Trtr CourtuNrsr ParrY of the Unit- widened
promise
an atomic age and guarof
.d S,r,., is an Ainerican workingof the right to
realization
the
antee
which
.ilt political organization
"the
oi happursuit
the
and
liberty
"life,
of
PrinciPies
[m* irt.ti upon
achieveePic
piness,"
the
turning
scientific sociaiism' It champions the

immediate and fundamental inter'
ests of the workers, farmers, the
Nesro people and all others who labor"bv'hand and brain, against capi-

and oppression'
talist'exploitation
'Communist
PartY believes
The
that the abolition of the exploitation
of man by manr. of PovertY,- war,
racism ,ttd igt ot"ttce will be finally
achieved bv ihe socialist reorganization of society-bY the common
ownership and'operation of the national economy under a government
led bY t[e working
of the people
^Co**rttitt
PartY holds
.lrsr. TLe
that there are varioris roads to socialism and that the working PeoPle of
our nation will find their own road
to socialism. We advocate a peaceful,
democratic road to socialism through
the political and economic struggles
of the American peoPle within the
developing constitutional process.
The Communist PartY seeks to
advance the understanding of the
working class in its day-to-day strugsles for its historic mission, the estab'
iishment of socialism. Socialism,
through the achievement of a vastly

irrerrtr'of Amerifan labor, science and
culture'to the use and enjoyment of
all men and women.
The Communist PartY uPholds
the achievements of American deand defends the United
mocracy
'Constitution
and its Bill of
States
Rights, particularly the r4th and
r5th Amendments which guarantee
equality to the American Negro,
those who would destroy de"jai.r.i
mocra.y. It fights uncomPromis,ingly against imperialism and coloniil' oppression, for curbing ald
breaking the power of monoPolY,
against iacial, national and religious
discrimination, anti-Semitism and
all forms of chauvinism. It regards
the struggle to wipe out the systefir
of jimcrowism and to win immediate

and full citizenship , and unconditional equality for the Negro people.
as basic to the fight for democracY.
The Comrnunist PartY holds as a
cardinal principle that there is an
identity of interest which serves as a
common bond uniting the workers
of all lahds. It recognizes that this
common bond is strengthened when
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working-class movements operate in
an atmosphere of independence and
equality and exercise the right of
fraternal and constrtctive criticism.
It holds further that the true national
interest of our country and the cause
of peace and progress require the
solidarity of all freedomJoving peoples, peaceful coexistence of al] nations, and the strengthening of the

United Nations
ment of peace.

as a universal instru-

The Communist Party bases its
theory generally on the scientific,
humanist and democratic heritage of

mankind and' particularly on the
principles

o{

scientific socialism

as

developed by Karl Marx, Frederick
Engels and V. I. Lenin. These universally valid principles the Commu-

nist Party of the U.S.A. interprets,

applies and strives to develop further
in accordance with the requirements

of the Arnerican class struggle, democratic traditions and customs. In the
struggle for democracy, peace and

0n the Struggle for l{egro

Freedom

social progress, the Communist Party

striveJ to carry forward the democratic traditions of Jefierson, Paine,
Lincoln and Frederick Douglass, and
the great working-class add socialist
traditions of William Sylvis, Eugene
V. Debs and Charles E. Ruthenberg.
In the struggle for socialism the
Communist Party seeks no narrow

partisan monopoly. It fights side by
iide with all who struggle for socialism and seeks to cooPerate with

all

socialist-minded Americans to

achieve socialism.

For the advancement of these prin-

ciples, the Communist Party of thc
United States establishes the basic

laws of its organization in the following Constitution:

(Resolution presented by James E. Jackson, chairman of Sub-com-

;l+i;;;"

N"sro Rish+i and Neero-White

Uni+v)

fighting
The Negro peoPle of our co-untry "Young Guard".of a PeoPle
freedom.
their
for
and
will
unbending
wiih
are fightin!
In scope, militancY and effectiveirresistible resolve to securc now
PeoPle's Movement
ness
the Negro
the whole measure of their constitu-a
unparalleled
maturlty
reached
has
cititional rights as free and equal
generations.
recent
in
dramatiis
zens. The determination
callv oortraved in the massive battles
FOR FREEDOM:
th.y ,t. *aging against segregation MASS FIGHT
FACTOR IN
VITAL
MOST
in the South todaY.
LIFE
NEGRO
Over a half million Negroes in
deep Southern cities are participatThis fact of glorious struggle- is
ing-daily in organized direct actions the most vital reality in Negro life
to- break the Jim Crow barrier in today. Not the quantitY or characbus transportation' More than a ter of their recent gains, not even
hundred thousand are engaged in or- the continuing depthi of their daily
ganized campaigns on a single issue oppression- but the compellin g mag'
Ito s..u.e the right to vote; they nifirrnrc of their united struggle -is
aim to utilize the ballot as a weapon the most distinguishing and socially
in the struggle to desegrega:te and. sisnificant factJr i., t6-e lives of 17
to democratize Southeru life.
-Iilion American Negro PeoPle.
The Southern ruling class re'
country
the
Millions of Negroes
with frenzied violence to the
sponds
and
financial
moral
giving
over are
support to the legal battles being N.n.o people's insistent demands,
wiged in hundreds of school districts th."*"ri assertion of their iust, huagiinst the fim Crow barriers to man and constitutional rights. The
equal and non-segregated education. struggle reaches a climactic phase.
Over a hundred ministers among
And fiercely proud and courageous
Southern Negro parents commit the Negro people's leaders have been
their children to the battle. These arrested". Moie than a Ecore of
daring girls and boys defy hate- churches and homes of leaders have
inspired mobs to attend "de.segre- been bombed. Women have been
gaGd" schools. They are the heroic shot on busses. Homes and cars
3r

*I
,
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have been fired into. The racists
have spilled the blood of the protest'
ing victims of Jim Crow tyrannY.
But the army of Negro freedom
fighters stands firm. Each daY new
reiruits join the ranks, new fronts
of struggle are opened.
The massive movement and heroic
struggles of the Negro peoPle are
daily etching into the consciousness
of millions a new sense of the enormous import which an oppressed
people's fight for equality lends to
the general cause of social progress
in the nation.

ALL PREGRESSIVE SECTORS
BENEFIT FROM NEGRO
LIBERATION MOVEMENT

Millions, hitherto indifierent, now
begin to realizx that the tremendous
economig political and social Poten-

tial of our country can never be

achieved so long as any barrier to

Negro equality remains standing.
Millions begin to see that the particular needs of all progressive so'

cial strata of the population are
served by this urgent struggle of

the Negro people. They begin to
grasp the social truism that what is
good for the Negro people is good
for every p,rogressive sector of white
Americans--both for the fulfillment
of their immediate needs and the
accomplishment of their long-term
aqpirations.

The Negro people's leaders, therefore, serve the nation's best interests
no less than their people's dire needs

j

I
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when they issue a call to action to
all who Lonor orrr nation's demo'
cratic heritage, to all who aspire to
a nobler future for our conrmon
countrY.

Now is the time for all Progressive
Americans to add the full force of
their power to the great lever for
democracy forged by the brave strugof Southern Negroes. Now is
ihe time for all believers in democ-

gles

t
{

racy-by strengthening and heighr
ening even further the great Negro
people's ofiensive agiainst hidebound
ieaCtion-to raise to new heights the

whole piane of democratic opportunity for all to struggle for social
progress in our country.

INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE NEGRO
FREEDOM STRUGGLE

More than this, the Negro

peo-

ple's struggle is an increasingly po-

tent factor in the world-embracing
for democratic rights in subject lands, for freedom from colonial
domination, for peaceful relations
annong nations. The protestor
against bus segregation in Montgomery and Tallahassee draws inspirabattle

tion and precept from the colonial revolts of the East and the independence stirrings

in Africa. He

sees

himself debased by the same shibboleths of white supremacy, the same
imperialist arrogance and violence

which would deny to Egyptians

sovereignty over the Suez Canal and

to Nigerians control of their

and ancient land.

rich

I
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Ffe knows, and the world knows,
that the monopolists' protestations of
democracy are rendered a hollow
mockery by the persistence of Dixie-

The struggles of the Negro PeoPle
and the resultant significant advance

Movement.

zens.

insoired Nesro Americans with a
.r.* oualitv" of self-confidence. A
Jpirit of national conthe
South
and
domirule
of
crat
"..fouirJ and pride in their racial
'r.iournes,
nance in the federal Congress.
The qu:estion of Negro freedorn, identification permeates the Negro
then, is the crucial domestic issue ol people of the U.S. today. It fires their
the day, and a factor of growing in- detirmination to build ever closer
their unity in order to , wage the
ternational conseguence.
struggle even more militantlY to
NATIONAL NEGRO UNITY
breal<- down all b'arriers to their
FORGED AS WEAPON TO
exercise of any and all political, ecoACHIEVE IN']I*EGRATION
nomic and social rights enioYed bY
The circumstances of their com- any other citizens.
Negroes unite no't in order to sepamon oppression and the unanimous
'rights
and
ihemselves from the political,
rate
for
equality
of
demand
status as American citizens are the economic or social life of our counties that bind together all strata of try. They unite to more effectively
the Negro population. The steadily employ the strength of their own
growing unity of the Negro people numbers and the weight of their alis manifested in the continuing liance with other parts of the popugrowth of their mass organizations lation to leuel all baruiers to their
and institutions, in the singularity fwllest integration into all aspects
of their basic demands, in the mili- of the economic, political and sotancy of their advocacy and action cial life of the American people as
for equal rights; in the developing a whole. They are forgrng an incoordination and collaboration be- ternal national unity to facilitate
tween the respective organizations their struggle lor lull integrotion
which constitute the Negro People's as free and equal Am*icon citiThis new strength of organization
not only provides for the greater
mobilization and exercise of the
fighting power of Negro Americans
to eflect change; it also establishes
the basis for more formal and equitable alliance relations with organized labor and other progressive organized formations of the general
population.

The Negro people's movement
today's standard bearer

is.

in the strug-

gle to open up the now-restricted
of democracy. It is the decisive strategic ally of the working
class in the current struggles for
liberty and livelihood and in all
stages that lead to the subsequent
achievement of the necessary fundaareas

mental transformation

of

American
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society

from the present

capitalist

of socialism, Now to cemen[ the NegroLabor alliance, through Powerful
mass struggles for Negro rights, is

exploitative system to that

to lay the cornerstone for that broad
anti-monopoly coalition of labor and
people's forces on which the progresiiu. f,rtl.rr. of our country depends.

THE SPECIAL TASKS OF
COMMUNISTS

Against the background of this
estiriate of the Negro PeoPIe and
their liberation movement, what are
the special tasks and responsibilities
First and foremost
'itof isCommunists?
the obligation of the vanguard
party of the American working,class
io lend every support to the Negro
people's struggle. This is the main
incompleted demouatic tas\ of ourcountry; and its f ulfillmcnt aill.
enormously aduance the goals ol
the uorfting class and oar entira
nation.
Communists are also called uPon

to make their maximum

indePen'

dent contribution towards winning
the just demands of the Negro Peo'
ole.

i L h", for three decades
|1

been the
honorable task of Communists to set
a hish standard of devotion to and
ener!.tic leadership in the fight for

STRUGGLE FOR NEGRO FREEDOM

Tim Crow while others chose simPlY
io d.plore iniustice from the side^

We hive in the Past often
been the pace-setters when others
laesed behind'
Thi, ur.rguard role of the Communists in ihe fight for Negro freedom has been correctly lased on a
fundamental concept' of Marxist-

lines.

Leninist social science I that the
working class can achieve its class
aims only by wiping out the divisions and the inequities created and
fostered among the workers bY the
fim Crow system of the ruling class.
On this basis the Party can and must
play a decisive role in forging an

unbreakable link between the Negro people's movement and the organized labor movement.
In a real sense the Cornmunist
Party, with its insistence on full

political, economic and social equal:

ity for the Negro

of

people,

with

the

Negro-white solidarity
achieved within its own ranks, has
served as an indispensable forerunner of todayls tremendous strug-

example

gles

for

freedom.

As the advance guard . of the
American working class, the Communist Party must continue to make
its contributions to the 6ght for
Negro rights, under the changed con-

ditions of today, as effectively, as
Negio rights. Recognizing the spe- honorably, as it did in previous Pecial- national character of this ques- riods of struggle. The fight for Netion, we have raised our voices gro rights needs the contribution
among the workers when others which Communists, guided by Marxstood mute. We have stirred masses ist-Leninist theory, are in a position
to battle against the barbarities of to make.

It is essential, therefore, that we
thoroughly appraise our policies and
tactics, .our internal functioning and
our external relations to the cause
of Negro freedom. In this

connec-

tion, we must assure the early ,com'
pletion of the study and reassessment
now underway of our previously asserted theoretical position on this
question.

MAIN WEAKNESS OF THE
PARTY: ISOLATION.FROM
THE STRUGGLE

The primary weakness of our
Party on the front of struggle for
Negro rights during the past decade
has been our relative isolation from
the struggle. This has been partly
due to the political attacks against
the Farty and the McCarthyite antiCommunist poison pumped into the
bloodstream of the workers' movements.

It

has also been due, however,

to our own errors. The Party's work
for Negro freedom has been hampered by doctrinaire concepts, hangovers from past periods, which have
resulted in outmoded practices and

many comrades, Negro and white,
have responded to the failures which
,..o*p"ty both sectarian and- oP'
portunist practices by recoiling from
any signihcant participation in the
Negro people's struggle, by deprecat'
ins any proiect
-a which assigns to
CJmmuniits leading role in the
struggle-by abstentionisrm,. A prevalent-form of this abstentionism is a
lack of initiative and imaginative
action in moving broad white masses
to act.
A third reason for the isolation of
the Party in this field of work'has
been the failure to establish and
sustain new norms of Negro-white

unity-norms which rnust refect
and correspond to the new level of
the demands 'for full, not conditional, equality being advanced by
the Negro liberation movement it'
self. These new norms must have
their refleition in a higher standard
of inner-Party Negro-white unity.
Over the past few years, there
have accumulated innumerable prob-

lems of personnel in the field of
Negro work; an unsatisfactory deployment of Negro personnel in
leading positions on a national and
district scale; strong manifestatioqs

a sectarian method and style of
work. These sectarian practices of bureaucratic
have resulted from a failure to fully
grasp the significance of the new
forces, the new level of struggle and
the new possibilities for victory that
have become apparent in the Negro
people's movement in the course of
the past decade.
Anothpr weakness has been that
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methods

in

dealing

with problems of Negro work and
inner-Party relationships between
Negro and white; the failure to reflect in our Party the leading role
played by Negro women in the Ne-

people's movement; in some
a pronounced tendency to givc
insufficient attention to the repeat-

gro

cases
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ruling class, that its PurPose and
effeci is to wring super-profits out
of the sweat of t[e doubly-exploited
The improvement of the level of Neero workers and to frustrate the
the Party's fight for Negro rights deriands of the trade unions and
and the enhancing-of the quality of all workers for a greater share of
edly-expressed views of Negro personnell and a serious loss of Negro
membership

Negro-white unity within the Party

require the maximum participation
of and consultation with Negro
comrades at all levels of Party work
in the formulation of policy and the
disposition of personnel. Special
measures must be taken and guarantees provided to ensure such partici-

pation.
It should always be borne in mind
that the irnprovement of the Party's
work in 'the $truggle for Negro
rights will have vitality and will suc-

to the degree that it meets the
of the Negro people and wins
the support of the Negro membership in the first place, .and of the

ceed

needs

membership as a whole.

STRENGTHEN THE IDEO.
LOGICAL BATTLE AGAINST
RACIST REACTION

A further factor tending to

ex-

plain our weaknesses in the struggle
for Negro rights has been the recent

failure to sustain a continuous and
efiective ideological campaign against

racism, against every manifestation

of "white supremacy" thinking and
big nation chauvinism. It has been
and remains the duty of Communists to patiently and persistently
point out to the workers that antiNegro racism is the ideology of the

their production. Il has been and
remaiis our duty to Point out, with'
out ceasing, that the racist denial
of politicafand.social rights to the
Negro people of the South is the
shield behind which the Dixiecrat'
minded capitalists restrict the exer'
cise of dimocratic rights bY all
Southerners and foist the reactionary

rule of monopbly on the country
as a whole.

Particularly in light of the uPfor colonial independence in
the East, in light of the historic
achievements of the Chinese People's Republic, the emergence of India as i potent world factor, the
straining of the whole African continent against centuries-old shackles,
it is our responsibility to convince
all sections of the American masses
that the cause of Negro freedom
serves the cause of world peace.
Solid bonds of .unity betarcen Ncgro and white Communists and
progressiues can be realized and
sustained when athite Communists
and progresiues, living and working among the white masses, are efigaged actiuely in struggle against
discrimination and manifestations
of racial prejudice. When white
Communists fail to join the struggle
for Negro Americans to share in and
enioy all the rights and opportunisurge

ties which they are privileged to exercise-be it in rnatters of employment and promotilrn rights, housirrg, cultural or recreational pursuits,
or the simple amenities and courtesies of everyday relationships-then
the Party forfeits its stellar role in
the freedom struggle of the Negro
people, the bonds of unity dissolve,
suspicions and antagonisms replace
mutual confidence and Party unity

rnoaernent

3l

in the Swth. This is a

battle to remove a festering, unsighdy
sore frour, the nationd body politic;

to free the Negro people of the un'
equal opportunity and the social deg'
radation- heaped upon them bY a
system which renders tltem outcastsl
enforce the Constiturion of the
United States as interpreted by the

to

popular and ir'
for Con'
gressional action to end filibustering
Supreme Court.

A

resistib,le demand must arise

deteriorates.

The exploiters of the Negro peo. ind pass civil rights legislation, for
ple and the working class thrive effective federal executive intervenupon and incessantly propagate tion to stay the murderous hands
"white supremacist" ideas among of the Southern racists, to enforce
the popular masses; and we must . integration in all aspects of public
equip all our members to recognize life, in all Southern states, noar.
z. The strengthening @rd boadand conabat this divisive ideology.
To neglect or weaken the fight ening of the battle for thc unfctagainst white supremacy ideas or tered right of suffragc for all Southpractices within the mass movement
or their influences without our own
ranks would constitute abandonment of principle, destruction of
the foundation for Negro-white unity
and the lowering
the Party's
proud banner of equality and comradeship.

of

ELEMENTS OF,A PROGRAM OF
STRUGGLE FOR NEGRO
RIGHTS

All Communists, and all progressive Americans, are called upon to
marshall their maximum strength to
enhance the liberation movement of
the Negro people. This requires:
t Full participation in ond sup
port ol the all-sided anti-segrcgation

'

erners. The right to aot€ and to be
uoted for.ntust not be resticted by
race or Pro?erty. PolI taxes, which

in five Southern states, must
be abolished. Dscriminatory registration practices, aimed at disfranchising Negroes and white working
persist

people, must be ended. Intimidation

and terror, still the customary ac,
companiment of elections in Southern states, must cease to bar the way
to the ballot box. This suuggle for
democratic elections in the South
must be buttressed by inteniue campa;igns to inc-rease Negro repretentation on all leaels ol gouernmcnt, both

North and South.

3.An inunified struggle for

equ,al employruent and upgrading
practices in all industries, euayathere
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in the

natiort, The

tegratcd housing in the corntnunities,

uade-union

movement will be gready strengthened to the degree that it insists on
the slogan long inscribed on its ban-

neighborhood'

multiple-dwcll-

liue.*
5. Action for desegregmion of yublic schools. In the South this requires support of the program of the

National Association

The

strengthening of the activities of the
anti-discrinrination committees of the

AFL-CIO, and of international and
local unio,ns,, should continue to be
regarded as e mafter of urgent concern for the labor movement. Special attention should be given to advancing Negro participation in the
leadership of the trade-union movement at dl levels. The American
labor movement must be helped to
understand that racism and unionism are fundamentally incompatible.
4, Thc utlolding ol maju campaigns n brea\ down scgrcgmion in
housing. Hcmrned into the dilapidated tenements and ramshackle
dwellings of our urban ghettog the
Negro rnasses are made the prey of
merciless rent€ougers. They are
thrice robbed by higher prices for
inferior commodities and services in
the stores of the Jim Crow communities. Housing segregation is another barrier to the unity of Negro
and white workers. Public funds
spent for housing developments,
whether public or privare, should
be admlnistered so as to combat
Iim Crow practices and maki
housing available to all who need it.
Cotntnunists ond progrcssiucs tc
called upon to lesd thc fight for in-

and

ing units in which they themselaes

ners; equal Eay for equal work Ap
prenticeship training must be opened
r1p to Negro youth on an equal basis

with young white workers.
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of

for the Ad-

Colored People and
other organizations of the Negro
people to accomplish desegregation
vancement

of the schools in

'

accordance with
the mandates of the federal courts.
It will require, in some instances,
federal protection of the lives and
limbs of Negro students of "desegregated" schools. In Northern communities the fight against school segregation, which is still widely maintained, involves primarily the struggle to re-district school lines on in
integrated basis. Fundamental to a
correction of this discriminatory practice is the fight to end Jim Crow
housing.

6.

Intensifying

the

ideol.ogical

struggle against rocism. Since the
Supreme Court decision of May 17
1954, the country has been fooded
with an ocean of racist literature,
and television, radio and newspapers
have been used in the South to situ.
rate the minds of white masses with
the false doctrine of "white supremacy)' The task of propagating rhe
truth of the equality of all peoples,
the necessity of convincing thi white
workers and the democratic masses
--IJ

App"ndix, for elabomtion

for the
Negropedple is a matter of their own
self interests, is more urgent than
ever before.
generally that equal rights

THE WOR,KING

CLASS

COMPONEI\iT OF THE NEGRO
LIBERATION MOVEMENT
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of the American labor movemenq
the working class component of thc
Negro freedom movement will of

necessity leave its imprint of militancy and united rnass action on that

movement.

It

may be expected in-

creasingly to influence program and
tactics of the Negro liberation move-

ment, and more and more [o con-

All of the class strata in Negro tribute outstanding personalities to
life have a stake in the goals of its leadership. Our Party must base
and are represented in the Negro itself on this working-class strata of
people's movement for democratic the Negro people.

rights and equaliry.

Nevertheless,

the Negro people are, in class composition, essentially a working peo-

ple. The preponderant membership
of the Negro people's mass movement organizations is of the working

toiling farmers.
working-class component,
working side by side with white
workers in shop, mine and mill,
sharing in the activities of the comrnon unions of all workers, is the
guarantee that the bonds of fraternity
will be strengthened between the
liberation movement and the working class. Its preponderant strength
in the Negro people's movement for
freedom enhances the p,rospects for
the development of this movement
in conformity with the aims and interests of labor. This is the major
factor which gives substance to the
outlook and the program for complete integration which characterizes
the Negro liberation movement tod"y.
Similarly, because of its experience and discipline in the struggles
class and

This

FORMS AND METHODS OF
STRUGGLE

The tactics and modes of struggle
people's liberation

of the Npgro

movement are decisively determined

by the relationship of class and na"
tional forces in the nation as a
whole and in the South in particular. They are also influenced and
shaped by the objective class relations within the Negro people's
movement and the common social
and cultural life of the entire Negro
people. Those forms of srruglle
which prevail at a given moment
are likely to be those most congenial,
familiar and acceptable to the Negro
people themselves. Their tactics of
struggle correspond to the realities
of the circumstances and conditions
within which the struggle unfolds.

It is therefore not t[e

tasks of

Communists or any other group to
impose upon the Negro people new

forms of struggle, tactics alien to
their historic development as a peo-

ple. Rather it is the task of all
supporters of the Negro liberation
movem€nt, including the Communists, to lend their unreserved sup
port to, and to take an active part
in those programs and techniques
of struggle which now embrace and
propel into action the great majority

of the Negro

people.

NEGRO LIBERATION: NUMBER
ONE SOCIAL TASK OF
AMERICAN PROGRESSIVES
The great labor mouement ol our
country and all democratic forces in
American
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life are called upon

to

recognize in the strwggle for Negro
rights tlte decisiue tasft before tke
country today. The Communist

Party sees in this struggle the number one challenge to action for all
Communists.

It

is the portal to neu

aduances in all spheres in the fight
for social progriss.
Without the enfranchisement of

the Negro masses in the South the
road to ar orti:rnoriopoly people's
government

will remain

blocked by

the Dixiecrat reactionaries who dominate Congressional committees by

virtue of the disfranchisement of

Southern mass€s.

The plantation system, which still
holds some 5 million white and Ne;
gro farm workers under barbarous
ionditions of exploitation and oppression, must be eradicated. In the
mounting struggle for the democratic
reconstruction of the South, there
must be special efforts to win governmental measures to secure land
and land tenure for Negro cropPers,
tenants and small owners, and to pro'
vide cheap credit and capital goods
for agricultural cooperatives.
Equality and full integration in the
economic life of the country would
force the monopolies to disgorge the
$25 billion in super-profits which
they now rob from the Negro people's just share of the gross national
product and add to their mountainous store of privately-owned public
wealth. The restoration of this $25
billion to the Negro people must be
regarded as a vital element in any
sound anti-depression program in our
country.

in the struggle for Negro freedom will add moral tone
Success

to the national democratic spirit. It
will radically advance the progressive
potential of the American people
in determining their domestic af-

The organization of the unorganized Negro workers in common unions with their white brothers in

fairs and influencing the international

the South is the surest security against
the runaway shop and the prerequisite for labor's further advance on
the economic front' of struggle to
raise the living standards of all who

tions among nations.
Much as the destruction of slavery
in the South became imperative for
the forward movement of our nation
a century agq so the destruction of
the Jim Crow system centering in

work.

relations of our country

in the

ser-

vice of democratic and peaceful rela-

the South has

b,ecome necessary
democratic progress of our
country today. Now, as in the r85o's,
ever larger, sections of the American
people-fo;emosr among which is the

for the

organized labor movement-can be
w_on- as p{werful allies in the struggle for Negro rights.

The Cornmunist Partv of the
United States pledges itslff to .rhe
accomplishment. of this task.
APPENDIX: HOUSING

-

The question of decent, desegregated

is

4r

the existence of the ghetto. This includes the rent-gouging landlords, real
estate sharks, merchants and others who
rob the Negro at every turn.

But the vultures are not the cause

of the corpse. Nor are the greedy
Iandlords and blood,sucking - loan
sharks the cause

of the Negro slum.

The real cause is scgregatiai itsclf, and
no remedy for the Negro housing quee
tion can be successful which does not
come to grips with this evil"
There is good reason for the special
hostility to integration in housing. For
segregated housing is fundamental to
the whole system of |im Crorv in the

of the most urgent North. It is this which perpetuates
the country over and in Noithern segregation in the schools, almost as
cities particularly. Within Negro com- effectively as if it were done by law,
munities there is an almost unbeliev- as well as segregation in recreational
able degree of overcrowding, accom- and other facilities. The existence of
the ghetto slums also serves as a powhousing

one

life-and-death needs of the Negro pe-ople

panied by untold human misery, disease and death from fires.
During the last census decade, tg4o50, overcrowding of Negroes increased
rr per cent. Of the nine million new
dwellings built since 1935, less than
r per cent went to non.whites, who
are more than ro per cent of the total
population. In New York's Harlem
alone there occur 2r5oo rat bite cases a
year. The pressure of a steady flow
of Southern migration has made this
an irrepressible focal point of the sharp
est struggle. Forced into sub-standard

dwellings and paying "luxury apartment" rents, and prevented by |im
Crow and mob violence from moving

from thc confines of segregated areas,
the Negro people demand solution of
this problem now.
Jim Crow in housing exists primarily
because it is profitable to a host of parasites who make money directly out of

erful means of feeding the myth of
"white supremacy," and by the same
token the freodom of Negroes to live
where they please would dcal a powerful blow against this myth.

What is required is a large-scale program of integrated low<ost and middle
income housing, bulJt outside the existing Negro communities. White liberals and progressives, by undertaking
in a really mass way the fight for interracial housing, can make a great contribution to the struggle against segre-

gation and the further democratization of American life, and at the same
time strike a blow against the gouging

of white as well as Puerto

Rican,

Mexican-American and Negro tenants
and home owners by the ;real estate
and banking monopolies.

To be really efiective, a housing
program must be both comprehensive
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and directcd at thc goel of eradicating
scgregation. And

it

should be carricd

forward by the concarted action of both
Negro and whirc citizcns dedicatcd to
bringing it into life. It ought to occupy a high place of emphasis in the ac-

3.

4. Enforccment of the building

ments:

r. An extensive

program

of low

housing on a non-segregated basis,

z.

and the fr.rll integration of all existing projects;
An end to the victimization of Negro home owners and buyers. Mak-

ing credit and insurance available
on reasonable terms and without
|im Grorr strings attached, wheth-

China's Great Road
By Sue Warren

of

5.

garbage, street cleaning scrvices,
etc., in Negro communities;
Positive steps to oudaw all restric-

tive

Such
cost

and

sanitary codes, adequate collection

tion programs of labor and all popular
organizations. Such a prqJram should
includc some of the following ele-

er through banks, government agencies, or other institutionsl
Vigorous acdon against vandalism,
bombings and other racist violence;

covenants.

a

program,

if

fought for in

Congress, State Lcgislatures and City
Councils, with the support of the
churches, trade unions and community
organizations, Negro and white, could
change the segregated patterns of our
cities. It would provide the founda-

tion for a new quality of Negro-white

unity, with far-ranging consequences
for the social progress of the nation.

Lrr rr BE sarD at the outset that

was provided by

Agnes Smedley's The Great Road*.is
a magnificent book. It will undoubtedly become one of the classics in
English on the Chinese Revolution.
There will be those who argue, and
perhaps justly, that it could have been
shorter here, a .little less repetitious
there, that the writing in the later
sections does not measure up to that
of the maior part of the book. It has
been true of great books before and

Titncs reviewer, Robert Aura Smith.
In a review which was no review of
content, craft or ideas but an anguished lament over its power, Mr.
Smith writes:

prove to have been as important as the
posthumous publication of this work
. . . if the Communists are as astute as
they have often been in the past, it can
become a propaganda weapon of mas-

. . This book is
to the Free World preciscly
because it is so well done. Thc pub
lishers say that it is a first draft that
sive proportions.

obliterates such minor faws. The
reader feels that whatever detail of
form or content may be challenged,
the writer has made her own the

dangerous

has been somewhat polished since Miss
Smedley's death. It has been polished

truth of one of the most'
epochal turning points in human

essential

The

panorama

until it

Yes,

of

Chinese life
which emerges is unsurpassed. The

glistens.

it

glistens.

It

glistens with

love and feeling for the common peo-

ple, with knowledge of their torment, and understanding of why
they fight. The American daughter
of a poor Missouri farm family
driven from the land by brutal
poverty-who in an earlier autobiographical work wrote, "I bdong
to those who die exhausted by porerty, victims of wealth and power,
fighters in a great cause"-u,ndcr-

old Chinese saying that one picture
is worth a thousand words is here
belied by words which paint a thousand pictures which literally shake
the reader with their force. Reluc-

tant and somewhat hysterical witness

to the stunning impact of this book
'fn" er* Rod, tbe Lilc ad Timat ol

Neou Yok

It is doubtful that any service that
she [Agnes Smedley] iendered will

it is true of this one-the impact of
the whole work transcends and

history.

its

Cb*

by Agnes Smedley, MontblT Rwiru'Pnst,
!e-b,pp.,
461
16,75.
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stood the Chinese peasant cdrnmander Chu Teh, ,when he said to her
years later, "the poor of the world
are one big family."
The Chinese revolution against

foreign control and native feuddlism,
which culminated in the great vic-

tory of 1949, is some hund'red years

old. Chu Teh, Comt'nander-inof the People's Liberaiion

Chief

Army (now the army of the People's
Republic of China) is today a man
of seventy. In the life of this one
man spanning seven decades' and
three social epochs (feudal, capitalist, socialist) is telescoped the whole
continuity of Chinese revolutionary
history of the last century, The thread

that binds the past through the present to the future is lifted from the
tangled skein of events giving the
lie to the idiotic interpretation of
the Chinese revolution as a conspiracy or foreign importation.
Contrary to the legends and
myths which surround his name,
Chu Teh was not a well born, typical
Chinese war-lord general who in his
xn^ature years suddenly came upon
the revolution. He was the son of a
desperately poor peasant family, one
of sixty people whg cultivated the
estate of a landlord whose character
is adequately summed up in the title
his tenants conferred upon him,

"King of Hell." From his

earliest

youth in the remote western provincc
of Szechuan, he began to.recognize
the twin evils of Chinese life. In

that superb bl8nding of t}re social
and political history of China with
the personal drama of Chu Teh,

which is one of the supreme achievements of the book, we find in the
delineation of Chu Teh's family and
his complex relations with them a
consummate picture of Chinese peas-

ant life.
From boyhood his hear.t was fired
with the desire to help free his country from the humiliation of foreign
mastefs and from the darkness of
peasant life. His life became a search
for the right way. His path, like
that of the revolution itself, was not
the story-book path of straight lines
ever forward and up. It was, rather,
a tortuous path with twists and
turns, detours and ruts.
It was Chu Teh's clrive to master
modern science and warfare as the
way to make China strong and independent, as well as the surge of hope
that with the old Empress Dowager's
death in r9o8 the newly organized
Reform Armies would at last fight
for China's liberation from Manchu
and foreign rule, which led him to
the Yunnan Military Academy and
the career'that shaped his future. It
was here that he came under the
tutelage of a''rimarkable figure in
Chinese history-Brigade Commander and instructor Tsai-Ao, secretly
a devoted and selfless nationalist
whose vast knowledge, vision and
tenacity deeply infuenced Chu's life.
It was here, too, that he ioined the
Peasant Brotherhood, the, Ko Lao
Hui, the Tung Ming Hui and later
the Kuomintang.
But the way was neither clear nor
straight. In the miasma of war-

CHIN.A,'S GREAT ROAD
wake
lordism which followed in the -(suP
of Yuan Shih-kei's betrayal

ported by foreign money and porver)
of the rgrr revolution, Chu Teh was
sucked into the vortex of the verY
militarism and checkerboard power

politics he abhorred.

It is

from

ihese years that the much publicized
stories of the opium smoking, war-

Iord general stem.

In

telling of

these evil times, General Chu did not

hide the confusion, stumbling and
despair which engulfed him. What
has not been told before is that he
never ceased to be on the side of the
revolution and even as he participated in the sordid game of military
power politics he thought he was
fighting his enemies, the enemies of
China. When a family crisis brought
sharply before him the reality that

he was being
swamp

of

sub,merged

in

the

double-dealing, doublecrossing and betrayal of the people

which was typical of warlordism,
Chu Teh made a supreme effort to
break with his old life, cure himself of the opium habit and intensify
his search for the "right way to save
China."

He was deeply affected by the nationalist upsurge following the May
4th movement of r9r9, when Peking
students and professors' led great
demonstrations against the sell-out of

45

,iir..d as the whole' nation
sponded

in a wave of Patriotism

re- r

to

the first victory in Chinese history
over foreign domination when the
seamen of Hongkong and the railway workers of the Peking-Hankow
lini won their strike demands. He
heard that the key leaders of the
strike were members of the newlY
formed Cbmrnunist Party of China.
He tried to ioin that party but the
war-lord general stigma clung to
him and he was reiected. In SeP
tember rya4 thirty-six years of age,
disappointed and' depressed, he
turned his face toward the, West,
once more in search of modern science, a new way of life for himself,
and a new path for China. The
Great Road led to Berlin.
En route he saw the wide, wide
world of colonialism:
Everywhere I saw a dark world of
'suffering. China was not the most
miserable land on earth-it was one
of many. The problems of the poor
and subjected are the same everywhere.
. . . India was dark and turgid, gaunt
of body and with great eyes filled with
torment, with palaces on the hills and
squalid hovels in the dark alley-ways.
Then came the black men of Africa,

heaving and lifting

in

nakedness for

their white masters. Egypt was a
skeleton with pus-filled eyes against
a background of cold and arrogdnt

China at the Paris Peace Confer-

luxury.

ence. He was impressed by the victories of the Russian Red Army
and pondered why they had succeeded even against the massed
might of powerful Western nations,

In Berlin, Chu Teh met Chou
Enlai. He applied for membership
to the Chinese Communist student

where China had failed. He was

group and after a few months was
accepted. As a humble "candidate
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rnember" he attended three evening
discussions a week where thev talked

about the problems of the 'Chir.r.
revolution in the light of MarxismLeninism. Tenaciously, modestly,
relentlessly this man of mature
years, used to active military life and
command, sat among students young
enough to be his sons, to study and
learn. He also had the problem of
mastering the German language to
qualify for entrance into a German
university. Somehow he found time

to

establish

a small

Chinese lan-

guage newspaper on wlrich he was

"everything from business manager
to office boy and porter." He helped
bring the Chinese in Germany into
the Kuomintang and spoke ai German workers' meetings. Twice at
International Conferences, which he
attended, he was arrested but in each
case quickly released. It was upon
his third arrest that he was ordered
expelled from Germany and prepared to return to China.
Chu Teh told Miss Smedley that
the man who returned to China in
19z6 was "free of the pessimism and
confused despair that once held him

prisoner.' His associations and studies, his observations of a different
society, his inner and outer struggles
and the enormcius self-imposed discipline prepared him for the future.
Chu felt that all that had gone before was his pre-history. For him,
he claims, real revolutionary life began at forty!
It is neither necessary nor desirable
here to trace in detail the life of
Chu Teh and the development of

the Chinese revolution and the Chinese Communist Party, which increasingly became one. This is done
with such overwhelming artistry in

the book as can only be suggested
bv anv reviewer. What is of absorbing interest is the light this work
throws on some of the questions
which today agitate the Communist
world as well as serious and thoughtful students of history and believ'

in

socialism everywhere.
does much to illuminate the almost unique balance and calm of the
Chinese Communist Party today
which has nothing in common with
complacency or desire to dismiss as
"small" or "minor" serious mistakes and distortions of Marxist theers

It

ory and practice, at the same time
that it abjures subjective, non-historic, panic-ridden approaches to
great movements of history.
These questions include the age-old
of the "hero" versus the'people
as the real "movers and shakers" of
history; Marxism-Leninism as a sys-

one

tem which demands as its very essence the examination of particular,
constantly new and changing reality as opposed to incantation and
dogma; mistakes, sources of mistakes and their correction; thi art of
simultaneous unity with and struggle
against coalition forces; thc difierence between retreat and isolation;
the principle of persuasion, of "patiently to explain" and voluntariness as vastly superior to imposed
solutions; international workingclass unity and the whole sensitive
area of "aid" and/or "interference."
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to everything is the theme Too often such "heroes" and ttrose
that political, religious and philo- they are said to typify have been
sophic struggles, including the strug- ,reduced to some grey, average neugle for democracy and a system of ter. This is not the case with either
ethics, are expressions of the struggle Commander Chu or the Chinese
of social classes.
peasants whose point of view and
The great value of this book is elementary aspirations he refected
that none of these are discussed as to the highest degree.
"problems" or "questions." Today's
We observe him through Miss
Central

particular answers are not here, but
the method of approach is. You cannot look these items up in the index for short summaries or capsule
conclusions. They are implicitly and
sometimes explictly examined in
the context of the material. Like her
Chinese mentors, Miss Smedley has
substituted "investigationl' for "pronunciamento."
By the alchemy

of truth and

tistry a marvelous

ar-

transmutalion
takes place as The Great Road unfolds. While Chu Teh is indispu-

tably its central figure and emerges
live, lovable and great, the startling
reality is that it is the people and
particularly the Chinese peasants
who are the real heroes of thls book.
There is nothing forced or fanciful
in this cbnclusion. It is not an attempt to fit the facts into the Procrustean bed of dogma. It is the
truth of the story and manifests itself with absolute clarity. In examining this phenomenon more
closely one can see that it fows naturally from the kind of man Chu
Teh was, his life goals and the ideology which after "his real revolutionary life b.gq" animated his every
action. Much has been said and wriiten in praise of the "typical hero."

Smedley's eyes:

Men had told me he was a simple,
kindly and very commonplace man,
hard working and without any interest
in making himself a personal hero.
All that they said seemed true yet that
term_

"simple" seemed true only after

a fashion. His eyes gazing at me were
very watchful and appraising. . . . I

knew that

a

revolutionary leader of

such long and bitter expeiience could
not have remained so very simple and

yet survived.

It was his humanity, disciplined
and tempered, which rnade him
great. There is the Chu Teh whose
flashes of earthy humor were "wont
to set the table on a roarr" for whom
"singing was a part of lifc" and who,

while in Berlin, haunted the concert
halls and in the startled words of
a fellow Chinese student "sits there
listening to the noise made by some
fellow named Beethoven. He likes
it and says he is going to hear everything the man ever wrote." There is
the General Chu, who under Miss
Smedley's expert tutelage, learned
the Virigina Reel and "swung his
partner do-si-do and kicked up the
dust with a gusto as great as that of
the youngest guard in the line." As
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far back as the dark war lord days he

thing to say on the subject ef "he-

was loved by the men under his
command who "knew him as a
peasant like themselves, a man who
^t.."t.d them like men and would
allow no officer to curse or strike

roes."

them."

of the revolution who have
-"r,
no self-interesi, who reiect all temPta-

Heroism is an ancient concePt. In
the oast individual heroes arose above
the irasses, often had contemPt for the
masses. The Red ArmY embodies a
new conceDt of heroism. We creatc
heroes^

And there is the Chu Teh
of the Long March "making the tion and are willing to die for the
rounds, encouraging everyone, thin
and tough although a tender-hearted
man, old and with a face deeply
lined, never sick, never pessimistic."
And the Chu Teh who in the midst
of the blood and suffering which in-

in ry4r'
much
the
poetry
in
and
wrote
42
way "of New York's famed Mayor
La Guardia harangued the women
of the Border Regron on the many
uses of soya beans, breeding and
care of pigs, sheep; goats, cattle, rab'
bits, bees and sanitation! When the
American Military Observer Group
at Yenan, in the last years of the
Second \Morld War, gave showings
of American movies he was a faithful attendant who could be found
'howling" at the antics of Abbott and
Costello. This was the Chu Teh
described by American correspondent ]ohn Roderick in i946 as a
man "whose soldiers idolize hima rare thing in the Chinese army";
and of whom Brig. Gen. Evans Carlson of the U.S. Marines said "up to
this time the only practicing Chris.
tian I ever knew was my owri father, a Congregational minister. C-hu
Teh is the second practicing Christian."
General Chu, himself, had some-

r:ndated the Liberated Areas

revolution or live and 6ght until our
people and our country are liberated.

If

there have been those Commu-

nist heroes who, "dizzy with success," at times departed frorn this

it is no less true
significant that there have also
-those
like General Chu Teh
been
and myriad others who have given
a whole new dimension to the term.
concept o{ heroism,

or

in the United States
are examining the cause of their
Communists

in the last decade. Without suggesting that The Great Road
has particular answers for the
American problem it does prolect
an idea which is illuminating. It
brings into bold relief the difierence
between retreat and isolation. Chinese experience indicates they do not
necessarily go hand in hand. Thc
Great Road records many instances
when the Chinese C.P. and its Red
Army had to retreat before a more
powerful enemy. To have done
otherwise would have been sheer
adventurism. These periods, it is
shown, were often the very times
u6ilized to "dig in," come closest
to the people and create bases both
material and ideological for future

isolation

advances.

It is almost possible to hear the

silence and feel-the suppressed emotion as Miss SmedleY describes the
"ffagic dramas being,enacted in hun'

'South

Hunan"
of villages in
in that terrible winter of counterdred*s

revolution and retreat of ry27. Carry'
ing their wounded, the guerilla fight'

a sleeping village at
e.i apptoach
night. "Silence hung over the viL
lage, every hovel was listening- yet
nJt a sound came, not a ray of light
glimmered . . . then as if in a dream,
all the village doors swung oPen
and men pouied out, took straw from
the stacki beyond and carried it indoors to make pallets on the earthen
floors. Then the doors closed siIently once more and the guerrillas
and'their hosts sat on the Pallets
and talked in whispers. . . ." Miss

Smedley says that she personally wit'
nessed many such scenes in later

years when the landlords cast their
iot with the ]apanese and fought
the Cornrnunist guerrillas.

In

February r93r the Kuomin-

tang's Anti-Red Swppression Month'

/y fumed that it would be necessarY
to isolate the Liberated Areas and
kill the last person because: "Every
man, woman and child from ten to
sixty is either a spy for the Reds or
is a mcmber of the Red ArmY."
Chu Teh explained this Passionate
Iovaltv of the people bv the fact that
thl io**r.rt itt i'"tty and its Red
Army never forgot that:
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Iying on the power of the PeoPle we
havJ defeated the enemY and overcome ev€ri' difficultY. We have onlY
one secret weapon--<omplete uqity

with the people. Had we been iso'
lated from th6

*.rr.t,

we would long

since have failed.

Chu Teh placed great store by democracy-in the Party, in the ArmY
and in the administration of the liberated territories. At one point he
declared that "our experience proves
that people long for democracy as a
thirsty man longs for water or a
hungry man for food, and we have
never yet heard of one case of democracy beiirg refused by the people.
. . ." The governments set uP in
the Liberated Areas carved out of
North China were democratic in
character and guaranteed the protec-

tion and full enjoyrnent of civil liberties and of human, property and
political rights by the people. Time
and again, as in telling the story
of the taking of Tingchow, Chu Teh
would recall that "as was the practice,
Mao Tse-tung set to work without
rest to revive the people's organizations and organize Councils of People's Delegates. . . ." Time and again
when forced to give up one strong-

hold or another, "we left trained
men behind to organize and lead the

peasants."

Speaking directly to Cqmmunist
Party members, Mao Tse-tung

warned against dogmatism, factionalism, empiricism, lagging behind,
.bureaucracy and arrogance, all of
come
All our forces and Power
from the people. All our waYs and which he said "would estrange them
means are lreited by the people. Re- from the people." He told Cornmu-

5o
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nists, according to Chu Teh, "to
listen to and merge with the people,
and to raise the people's consciousness while giving necessary consideration to their level of understand
irg." Communists were told to
teach the people "to orgonizc themselues on uoluntary principles and to
deaelop all necessmy stugglcs compatiblc uith the giuen circumstances."
Mao urged serious self+riticism to
prevent stagnation because a "run-'
ning stream does not become putrid
and a door pivot does not become
worm eaten."
The publishers of The Great
Road tell us that Agnes Smedley
claimed "she was neither brave nor
learned, just historically curious."
That keen curiosity coupled with
an unfailing class instinct has produced a book which, while it does
not have any pretentious discussions
of the theory of Marxism-Leninism,
has plenty of illumination of Marxism-Leninism. And in a larger sense
the whole portrayal of the molding
of the revolutionary leader Chu Teh
is one of his search for an approach
to reality which would bring into
focus the kaleidoscopic welie, of
conflicting forces boih within his
country and the world which afiected
China's destiny.
It was during his years of study
with the Chinese Communists in
Germany, bolstered by his observations of the world around him that
Chu Teh says he came to understand
why past Chinese revolutions had
been aborted and how the revolu-

CHINA'S GREAT ROAD

tion could be saved. Basic to his
fnowle{Se, he said, was the great

law of history as defined by Erigels,
according to'w.hich th. ttiugglS oi
social classes conditioned al-o1hers.
In later years, Mao Tse-tung
summed yp the experience of a gen-eration of Chu Teh's in his peop,le's Dcmocratic Dictatorship.

All Chinese who craved

progress

would read any book so long

contained the new teachings

-ofistheit

West . . . the modern culturE of Western bourgeois d.emocracy . . . (but)

of the Chinese
Communist Party, Lenin outlincd
the fundamental revolutionary ap
proach for the peoples of the colonial
and semi-colonial sountries.
before the founding

eral theory and practice of commu-

nism, you must adapt yourselves to the
peculiar conditions which do not exist
in European countries and bc able to
apply this theory and practice to con-

ditions

in which the main mass is the
in which it is necessary to

imperialist invasions shaitered Chinesl
delusions about learning from the

peasantry,

teachrrs should always

Middle

West. Was

it nor stra;ge that the
be

lncroaching

on their pupilsl The Chinese learnel
quile- a lot from the West, but they
co-uld not put what they learned into
effect their ideals'could not be
realized all of their struggles
including such a nationwide riJve-

ment as the revolution of rgrr ended
in failure . . . the Russians carried out
the October Revolution, creatins the

first socialist state in the world".
the Chinese people and all mankind
began to look at the Russians in a new
light. Then and only then the Chinese
entered an entirely new era both in
thought and in life. They found Marxism-Leninism, a universil truth which
is applicable anywhere. The face of
China then began to change. .

But Marxism-Leninism was no
charm to be worn on the neck to
scatter, evil, reactionary spirits. Its
general rruths had to be applied to
the stubborn realities of Chinese society. As far back as r9r9, rwo years

gle. The Chinese Communist Party
we know today, the victory of the
Chinese revolution in which we reioice, can only be deeply understood

if

recognized as the product

tense forging

Herc before you stands a task which
was not faced before by the Communists of the world; relying on thc gen-

solve the problem not against capitalism but against the remnants of the
Ages.

Writing in r95r, Hu Chiao-mu, a
of the Central Committee
of the CPC, said that it was such
"guidance which formed the principle starting point of Mao Tsetung's New Democracy," generally
acknowledged to be an outstanding
member

creative application and development

of the theory of Marxism.Leninism.
The Great Road is as much the
story of the titanic struggle withiq
the Communist Party of China led
by Mao Tse-tung, Chu Teh and innumerable others to achieve a Marxist-Leninist position as it is the story
of the battle against feudalism and
foreign domination. This will surprise only those who, while they
claim Marxism-Leninism is no dogma, are in reality dismayed by the
truth that it, toq proceeds and develops through contradiction and strug-

5r

in which'the

of

a

reverses,

defeats and even disasters of an
earlier period played a hard put essential part.

In a review of the book by Arthur
the Monthly Reuiew,
the observation is made that "Leftwing leaders and their Russian advisers gct some hard knocks in Thc
Great Road." Mr. Davis neglects
to mention that thc "hard knocks"

K. Davis in

for the opportunist leadership of Shen

Tu-hsiu and later Li Li-san and
Chang Kuo-tao come from none
other t}an those Cornmunists like
Mao, Chu and others, who were
batding
-against the extreme Right
and "Left" positions taken by thise

tt. Cp
and the Chinese Revolutio]r.
As for the Russian advisers,
though this reviewer is in no position to . apportion praise or blame,
it is significant that the Chinese
themselves, and certainly Chu Teh
in The Great Road, throw no
"fttr1e6fts" in that direction. The
reason for this seems not so much
a desire to "save face" for the Russians, assuming that to have been
necessary. They seem to regard as
much more basic mistaken iieology
in their own movement. Mao Ts"etung never ceased to maintain that
a correct revolutionary theory can
rescue the revolution at the moment
leaders who were misleading
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of its greatest difficulties and advance
it stei by step toward an uPsurge,
*iorrg theory can lead
whe.ias
"
revoluiion to disan epoch-makingf
aster] Accordin{ to what Chu Teh
told Miss Smedley, he equally casti'
gated those who "concocted abstract
iheories out of their hgads instead

;-;*fi;;.;;.

social,

military

question"

did it not touch that

anguished memory

China Reconsttucts Her PetU Capitalists

of her own tor'.

self-questioning
- when her
brother George. was jailed for stealing a horse? Did she not write, then

tured

By Ho-Shan-Huei*

that the pe"ple
do not understand the things that grow
and ignoranc€ ' ' ' he grcw

THe n.lprp TRANsFER of virtually all
private enterprise in China to foint
Lwnership with the state last Year
amazed the world with its sPeed and

iln:"t"

,"ap.fi*ilnioblems-a-nd- j:"..1,^1{:f".:i,},"T,:::i;,'ff ,''';.;.,X,'jn",T
decisions based on facts" and those irl]i- ,fr. moment he could use his
who lived from one isolated empiri- .niiJirn L""a, i. t rJ lab"red for his
cal fact to the other, from one head- bread what went on within his
line to the otheg.
spirit, what sort of creature he would
Reflecting on Agnes Smedley's ex- be when he became a man, no one
traordinary gift for writing major knew or cared.
social and historical works which
have the indescribable life, color, Agl.l.Smedley saw- and shared' the
feeling and truth of great creative unyielding search of Chu Teh and
writini, this reviewer .it t ot help re- the. Chinese -peasan$ for -an end to
markiig how directly her perception darkness..and ignorance, for a more
of p.op-I. and evenis link up with human life, with. the.partisan eyes
life experience. Ii is as of one who was herself of "the op
h.r' o*n
-the
deep'feeling sufiusing pressed.and iniured"" of -this earth.
ifro"gtt
It was the g.reatest cause of all, which
t.i ir.-o.i., spr.ad ovir to othei she
never deserted' '
reof
Full
people.
ti*.r, plr.o ani
,.rt*.ir, ar the pou.rty and drud- , fhoug! it. is true that "we never'
g.ry *hich destroyed ihe lives of bathe twice in the same river'f and,
ihe'Americanfarm'*o*..rsheknew T th".Teh was fond of quoting
Karl Marx, "history -.never repeats
i" ir.r childhood, how she under- itself
except as farcer" it is no less
of
China
peasant'wbmen
stood the
;"1t"ryr pi.grr"r,r, always cooking, true that the river still fows and the
,.*i"g, .["riing or .rrrying *"t r]; "insulted and injured" are still the
most numerous of our world. Toi-tff,tr.ir iur'" i" the helts, work- day's.
world and its. problems dei"g fif.. *.;i Wh." General Chu
,oid h., that in every r;wn and city mand new solutions, but The Grea:t
Army occupied ii Road now has clear markings and
which the Red
-piiro"
J*rr, reieasing 3eed no |qnger be hewn out of a
.p.* ,fr"
poiron..r 6..".rr. "crime is a clai barren wilderness'
"il

smoothness. 'Since then Chinese
caoitalists have found themselves in
a'dual position. They still retain

r. Economic reorganization of
various trades;

to jobs;. and 3. Replacemint of dividends based on profit,
capitalists

by interest based on the amount of
private investment.

prop..iy interest in their trades,
receiving an annual Percentage on
the asseis they turned in. But since
their enterpriles are now managed
as part of the planned, economy,
in their work they are'salaried gov-

,

ernment employees..
This double status is

.

of

CAPITAL ASSESSMENT
The first thing done in such an
is to list and value its
assets. These then become the private share of the investments. Formerly applications for ioint ownerenterprise

ship were considered singty and the
government sent special teams to

course

,.**."rr. In future, the' capitalists
*ilf have only one capacitY. When
the transition to socialism is comoleted thev wilt be workers in a

work with the capitalists on itemby-item stock-taking-which often
took one or two months. After. the
winter ot ry55-56, when whole trades
began to go over en masse, lhere
was neither the time nor the stafi
to do this.
Under a new system, the capitalist himself made the evaluation,
with help from the workers. Honesty was ensured by several factors. The capitalists had ,asked for
ioint ownership voluntarily, and
when so much trust was shown towards them, a socialist standard of
conduct became a matter of honor.
The results of the evaluation were
public; any attempt to cheat wor1lq

iompletely' publicly-owned economy.

,

the

2. Assignment of

And theii income will consist wholly
of the wages or salaries theY earn.
At this moment, of the 88,ooo
private factories formerly existing
in China, g7B Wr cent (with some
r.3 million wb.kers and employees)
hive become ioint-owned. The same
has happened to most Private comm.rcirl. .hopt. The proiess of their
transformation moves along three
lines:
-17*

author is deputv chief of the Eco4omics
Depaimeni ot Ta Kitn! Pao, a leading Q\iqgsq
newsPaPer.
daily
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be apparent to workers and shop "patriotic mobilizations" calling for
assistairts, who knew the state of similar action by other capitalists,
cach business. After that, there was some of whom put in so much as
a mutual check-up among enter- to affect their livelihood, . while
prises in each trade. The 6nal rati- some were reluctant and felt they
fication was by a joint committee were under moral presure. To corof government, trade-guild and trade- rect this, by government order, all
union representativ'es.
investments made after the filing of
In Peking, the whole work was applications were returned to 'the
completed, jn a way that was gener- capitalists.
ally straight and businesslike, with-

in 6ve days.
That is not to say that

it

ECONOMIC REORGAMZATION
was

easy. Many problems came up. In
the small enterprises which were

the majority, it was -sometimes hard
to distinguish between means of production (which were to come under
joint ownership) and means of consumption (which were not). Often
the owners of a factory or shop lived
on the premises. Only the rooms
and furnishings uscd for productive

or

busincss purposes,

in

such

were handed over and listed

cases,

in the

assets.

in the "hightide"
rush to go over to joint ownership,
many capitalists made last-minute
new investmen'ts in the businessin money, and long-hoarded gold
Converscly, early

and silver. Some were afraid that the

applications of rivals would be accepted, but theirs might not be if
asscts wcrc insufficient. Others
added to their investments because
they thought this would ensure them
a better position in the socialist society; or from a wish to do more for
the country. Some government p€r-

sonncl,

in this situation, launched

The change from private to joinr
ownership makes it possible to run
all enterprises for the bcnefit of
the country and people. It must be
remembered that capitalism in old
China, a semi-colonial country, was
backward

in technique and

managcoutdated,
many factories did repairs or made
spare parts rather than complete

ment. Equipment was

products. The geographical distribution of industry was irrational. Whilc
ownership was still private, or evcn
at the period when some enterprises
were joint-owned and others not, it
was impossible to remedy these short-

comings at the root.
Now that joint-ownership is prac-

tically universal, "trusts" of thi

so-

cialist type have been formed under
the local governments to direct the

organization of each trade. Economically, thcy are authorized to
redistribute labor power, cquipmcng
technicians, management pcisonnel
and capital for greatcr effectiveness
and harmony with national planning.
Politically, it is their task to educaic

))

func- administration) was unified in each
group. But the units remained in
tion along socialist lines.
The reorganization of a hitherto their original premises and worked
anarchic conglomeration of private separately. This was a transitional
units is not simple. A wrong course step. Simultaneously, mergers were
can only aggravate the initial chaos. made where appropriate. To cite an
Some government adminisuators, example, in eight trades in Shanghai
capitalists and workers did not fully (cotton, woollen and linen textiles,
appreciate this at the stait. They paper, tobaccq enamelware, ricetried to do too much too quickly, and' processing and flour) 163 factories
there was a tendency to amalga- have been combined into 78.
mate for amalgamation's sake. For
instance, in some places factories cn- GUIDING PRINCIPLES

the capitalists and help them to

gaged

in

unrelated lines

of produc-

,

tion were merged with each other. The principle of reorganization is:
Others were merg.d only to find "The big lead the small; the 1d'
that none of them had premises big vanced lead the backward." This. is
enough for all the machines. The entirely diflcrent from what happens
goveinment then decided that units in the capitalist wo1ld, where "the
ihould carry on in their usual way big eat the small" and the technicalfor at least six months, allowing foi ly-advanced wipe out the laggards.
thorough investigation and planning. No one is left iobless. Personnel arc
Since ihen the reorganizition has used according to skill. Socialist ramade steady but careful headway. tionalization, besides lowering proIn Shanghai, to give an idea of the duction costs, improves the working
problem, 25,o@ industrial units and living conditions of the workers.
became jointowned en masse. Only Of 16 joint-owned tobaico factories
444 of these employed roo or more in Shanghai, five have remained as
people; more than zo,ooo had 16 they were, while the othcr rr
or less. The smaller units did their have been combined into three big
work largely by manual labor. Co- ones (the largest with r,473 workl
ordination between' different-sized ers). The merger has resulted in
units in the same trade, and between greatly increased efrciency. One of

knotty

the small factories uscd about 6o lb.
of coal in its boiler, which was an
The first thing done was to select antiquated one, _for -every case of
some 3poo factoiies as "central" and cigarettes it -prod!-rced. Mw that it
attach a number of smaller or more has combined with another with betbackward ones to each as "satellites." tcr equipmcnt, fuel expenditure per
Management (planning, supply-and- case is dgwn 1o -r5 lb., less tobacco
markeling, andl sometimes personnel is wasted, and the production rate

interlocking trades, presented

problems.

A highly-skilled repair
mechanic in a small factory, who
never had enough to do because it

has gone up.

had so few machines, is now busy all

the time.

Packers

in

some srnall

cigarette plants, who used to work
in unheated sheds in the winter, now
have warm, well-lighted preriises.

THE COMMERCTAL
NETWORK

In commercer, reorganizttion not
only improves management but readjusts the trading network both
locally and nationally. This is important with new'suburbs growing
up around the cities and large concentrations of workers assembling
on new construction sites. The question of to merge or not to merge
depends largely on the line of goods
handled.In Peking, r,zoo shops dcaling in mineral oil, dyestufis, hardware and electrical appliances have
been combined into aoo. But in the
food trade lnd others involving daily
shopping, the number of outlets in
the city remains much the samb to
serve .the housewife's convenience. In
the new educational and industrial
suburbs, however, six new cornprehensive "supermarkets" have been

set up, with a total of zrzoo salespeople and other workers who have
been transferred from redundant
units in over 40 trades.
There has also been a redistribution,.especially in the service trades.

with a fairly stable population, used to have too many

Shanghai,
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restaurants, tailoring establishments
and barbers' shops. Now many such
shops have moved from Shanghai to
Lanchow, with twice as many people
as in 1949, which had far from
enough.

In considering the future of the
capitalists, one thing must always be
kept in mind: their participation in
the transition to socialism has been
voluntary, often enthusiastic. This is
a result of their perception, which

grew with time, that the socialist
course held prosperity and i future
for all citizens, including themselves.
In an interview last October, the late
Mr. Liu Ong-sheng, a big Shanghai
industrialist and member of the
editorial board of China Rccott-

structs, told a Chinese reporter of the

situation under jonit-ownership:
"Now all my enterprises--cement,

woollen textiles,'wharves, matches,

the bank-are flourish-

ing. The way the C,ommunist Party
is promoting enterprises and industrializing China is something I've
been dreaming abo'ut for the past
fifty years. . . ." The 5 per cent interest he was drawing on his shares,
Mr. Liu remaiked, was more than
he could spend. He also spoke of his
pleasure and pride in seeing the
Chinese flag at every wharf along the
Shanghai waterfront, previously dotted with foreign flags. 'lI am a Chin-

a Chinese capitalistr"

In Shanghai,

r8-9 capitalists were recently appoint.

CAPITALISTS?

ese citizen,

ability, and proper consideration for
all." Many of these people have a
good knowledge of engineering or
business administration.

WHAT NEXT FOR THE

coal-mines,

in explaining his attitude.
The government policy on Posts
for capitalists is: "]obs according to

stressed,

he

ed managers and vice-managers in
various "trusts." All the ryz capitalists and capitalist representatives
in 53 Shanghai woollen mills which
have been merged into 19 larger
units, are now in jobs. Two are managers,, six vice-managers, five directors, forty vice-directsrs, eight engineers, and the rest department
heads.

Some capitalists, even

if

the depart-

ment entrusted to them was bigger
than their original enterprises, were
inclined to feel let down, "Better to
be king in a srriall kingdom than a
courtier in a big one" was the way
they put it. This attitude, however,
has largely disappeared. Kao Shihyu, a former general manager of a
medium-sized Shanghai woollen
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ments, reserve funds, workers' welfare and dividends to shareholders).
Last year, this system was scrapped
and replaced by 5 p€r aent annual
^ by the state to all
interest guaranteed

of the profit
loss of individual trnits. In a
speech made last December to the
congress of the All-China Federation
of Industry and Comrnerce, VicePremier Po Ylpo stated on behalf
of the government that the capitalists
will continue to draw interest on
their investments at least until. the
end of the Second Five-Year Plan in
shareholders, regardless

or

1962,

At the same time, the new

system

benefits the workers. In the past, if
enterprises earned more through in-

creased efrciency

or

reequipment,

dividends also increased (i.e. the rate
of exploitation of labor was higher).
Today, any new increase in productivity redounds to the benefit of the

workers and the public-which naturally gives rise to a keener spirit.
In ]uly and August 1996, the first
semi-annual fixed interest was paid
mill, is now deputy-manager of a to private shaieholders. In Shanghai,
large one. "In my old postr" he said, it amounted to z5 million, disuib"I worried about money every time uted over 47roa enterprises. In
the phone rang. Now I can think Tientsin, the sum paid was thrice
about production, whick is what I that of the profits of all capitalists
like."
for the whole of 1955. Distribution
to individual shareholders was carINTEREST REPLACES PROFIT ried out by the capitalists responsible
for this while the enrerprises were
The profits of _joint -state-p.rivate still private. Shareholderi in Hongenterprises were divided, up to the kong and abroad were also paid; if
end of 1955, into four roughly equal their address was unknown the
parts (going respectively ro tax-pay- money was banked on tlreir behalf.
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The fact that capitalists are now
state employees ds well as part-owners

has naturally involved their learning
new, socialist ways, end created some

of

work-relations with
state representatives and workers. To
achieve proper cooperation, both
sides have had to make cfforts. Capitalists in. new jobs are given.status
and power appropriate to their responsibility. They are kept fully informed on the economic policy of the
state and. participate in regular exchange of opinion with their nonproblems

capitalist colleagues.

Trade unions and state representatives encourage the workers to
look on their former bosses in a new
light-as people beginning to live on
their own labor. The capitalists in
lheir turn are e)ipected to work
conscientiously and make the best
use .of their technical and other
knowledge, so as to help wipe out
the old antagonisms. M*y ere now
joining socialist ernulation campaigns. In Tientsin, rr5oo former capitalists have been named "model
workers."

Not only are the capitalist psychologically prepared to turn into
workers for socidism; time and opportunity for helpful study are given
to those who wish it. Even previ-

ously, of course, many attended
forums organized by the industrial

and commercial federations, or by
the Democratic Construction Association, a political party of the national capitalists. Today there are
short-term courses and regular polit-

ical schools, set up at the request of
would-be students. In Shanghai, a
school organized last April enrolled
2,o43 for the first term. In age, its
students rangc from zo to 6o; in prc.
vious education from middle school
to university and post-graduate work
abroad. Courses deal with the resources and history of China; the
history of China's revolution and
Communist Partyi basic policies in
the transition to socialism; the history of human society; and the birth,
development and declinc of capitalism as a system.

Summarizing his impressions of
Liu Wcilun said: "I used to think that
China's misery was caused bv her
big population, and that our rich
natural resources only attracted
sharks from abroad. Now I have a
diflerent view. I see our industrious
people, and our great natural wealth,
as advantages to construction."
The decisive factor in rhe new ourlook of the capitalists, and in their
receptivity to such studies, has been
life itself. With a chance both to
work and to learn, they are now prepanng tor the next movFto full
public ownership, to socialism.
one month's study, student

}{otes on gontemporary Music
By Sidney

Finkelstein

;l

Vcry rccently thc cditors of Sovict Music, a. magozinc ?a'blishcd in
Moscoi, as\ed'sidney Finfteknin to c.otnmcfl, lor thcir .rcadcts flPofl a
series oi quistions, Cine otihcsc qucsions a)a$ "What, i"-.!Yf 9ryt'ioa',
is the pispcctivc that lies aheod,for contern?ordry music?" .Thc' answet
deuelojeil into a bricf cssay touching ofl sotfle gcnoal tlcgtelical qtustions
of coisidcrablc intercst hoe, and we therelorc publkh it below.-il.

for a long time the character of popular music is the
to come will continue to refect the large-scale developrnent of musical
crisis of thc contemPorarY world, edrrcation, and the mcans for recordwhich is essentiallY ca[sed bY the ing and disseminaling classical mutransition to a world society where sic, so that an increasing amount
there will be no exploiting classes of the past musical heritage will
and no wars. I thinli this crisis will be in . the possession of the people,
Along with this process, new nabe felt in every country in the world
includinE those which are now So- tions are constandy being ad&d to
cialist aid those which are distant those which are independent centers
from Socialism. I believe that while of musical creation. It is no loqgcr
each .natioo will Pursue its inde- possible to speak of any one nation,
pendent path, every nation in the or small group of nations, as thc
world will be affected, at the same main world centers of creative music.
time, by what haPPens in anY nation As this change contfuIues, and
spreads through Asia, South Amcrin the world.
ica and Africa, new and rich re'
place
taking
arc
changes
Important
in tlie realm of-what can be de' sources of folk music will be drawn
scribed as popular musig o-r thc upon, which will in the long run
music of thi $eat masses qf Peo become a world possession. . . .
To create a music of classic
ole. In the more indusuialized counLi.s, th. old forms of countrY-side strength and proportions, with a
folk rnusic seem to be disappearing richness of content adequately refrom daily or customarY use. The flecting our times, is, as an increaspopular music replacing it embodies ing number of composerp are seeing,
manv elements of the old folk mu- the main task of our times in musisic, Lut it also cmbodies manY ele- cal composition. It is howevcr tre.
ments of art music. Also changing mendously difrcult. And, if I may bc

I

sELrrvE that music
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it

seems to me from this side

no' time, so rnuch as ours, has there

Soviet
rnusic criticism have erred iin oversimplifying this task. , In their at-

an opportunity for
hutnan society to take a giant step
forward. Also, in no time so much

not

threat

critical,

of the water that trends in

tacks u1rcn "formalismr" they have

that academicism
is also a kind of formalism. I would
define academicism as a kind of composition modelled after the classic
heritage, which however lacks the
complete emotional involvement of
the composer in his work-"laying
himself bare," so to speak*that characterized the grcat classic works of
the past. It is a kind of "safe and
sane path" which keepa a composer
out of trouble, but, does not produce work that is truly lasting, or
that makes any permanent contribution to music history. And I think
that a number of such works have
been produced in the Soviet Union,
mistakenly accepted as a recapture
of the "classic heritage."
I believe that for a considerable
time to come, rnany of the best
works of our time, by composers
with deep human sympathies and
strong roots in the classic heritage,
will be characterized by a. somewhat
subjective turn. I think that while
an artist must be conscious of the
great economic and social movements of his time, his primary task,
in music as in the other arts, is not
simply to describe these movements.
It is to show how they are reflected
in the great changes taking place
in human psychology, in the transformation of ,human beings themselves; a transformation, arstep to
freedom, which can only come about
after many deep inner conficts. In
seen, perhaps,

been so great

as ours, has there been so great a
of wide-spread human de-

struction, accompanied by loud cries
of despair, and doubts cast upon the
very concept of human progress. In
the courSe of this great cgnfict in
human minds (refecting that in real
life), almost every step in the progress of culture itself is being challenged and questioned. And because
of the fierceness of reaction itself,
every step to progress is accompanied

by terrible human losses.
I believe that even among composers with an unshakeable faith
in humanity and in the future, these
losses must weigh on their minds,
producing works of deep tragic fecling. For what marks a great composer, and in fact every great artist, is his sensitivity to the life of
his fellow human beingrs. And it
may well be that in many works, the
tragic side of this struggle may overbalance the consciousness of a solution which is not yet fully formed
in real life. I also think that for
. some time to come, works of music
will come from gifted composers,
of deep humanist feelings, who are
of a feeling of being at peace with
their times, who will have many unansweied questions, and who will
produce a music of great inner richness and sensitivity at the expense
of a feling of being at peace with
their society. Such.works, I believe,
can be an enrichment of the power
of music to reflect life. Thev can-
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not be described as examPles of a
sreat "classic and realistic" music.
Lnd vet thev will have made a valuable'contribution to psychologicd
expression in music whiih will come
to be em.braced in a great classic and
realistic music, when it comes. I
know that this sounds very general
and vague. However, I can add that
some of the best works of the twentieth century by composers such as
Jan Sibelius, Bela Bartok, Ralph

Vaughan Williams, Ernest Bloch,
[aoJ fanacek, by Aaron Copland
and Roger Sessions in the United
States, and even some works of
Dmitri Shostakovitch and Sergei Prokofiev in the Soviet lJnion, seem
to fall into this category.
In fostering a great music of our
time, I do noi think that most of the
criticism in the United States, and
in the West in general, has been
very helpful. It has tended to uP
hold.a surrender to desPair, an assumption of primitivism, or- a- flight
to the Middle Ages, as a valid view
of life. It has iended also to detach music and musicians from an
interest in the sufierings of people
and conficts of real life, with theories that the art of music ,consists
solely in the manipulation of its
formal materials. In the course of
this, much criticism has itself become a barrgn recital of the technical-procedures in a work of music.
I believe that one of the greatest
contribqtions towards the production

of a "the
sreat music in our time has
world-wide struggle for
been
peace itself. And in this resPect,
i b.lieu. that the greatest honor

6t

goes to the people and leaders of the
Soviet Union, along with their many

fine rnusicians and other artists, for
their tremendous and self-sacrificing contributions, which have played
a leading role. I am in.full accord
with the basic principles as well,
raised in the many critical discussions of music in the Soviet lJnion,
which call for a renewed study of
the Llassic heritage and for the fostering of a music that will reflect
the many sides of real life and the
rnoYements for human progress.
And yet, to advance a criticism,
I find myself not in accord with
many aspects of the trend of music
criticism in the Soviet Union, as seen
for example in the highly publicized
documents on music .of. ry47-48, by'
A. A. Zhdanov and by the Central
Committee of the Communist Party.
I believe these documents suffered
from a confusion, narnely seeing a
turn towards a somewhat subjective
and inner-probing music-not only
in the West but in the work of
composers such as Prokofiev, Shosta-

kovich and Miaskovsky-as a kind
of contamination by "bourgeois
decadence."

Subjective feelings, a sense of deep
lamentation and struggle against
death, are not "bourgeois." They are
found also in Socialist coulrtries.
The Soviet people had su"ffered deep
wounds. And yet, Soviet composers were characterized almost as
traitors to their countrn for the
"sin" of writing a music in which,
without despair, a sense of tragic
losses outweighed optimism. The
critical documents called for a full,
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optirnistic view of life. They did
1.. it a truly realistic art, a
"i
"'., optimism,
only come
-",rrr. .orrq,r..tiould
of tragedy, not
through
" of it. Thus, In its im,.r

from infection by. bourgeois. deca-

or not: It is a respect for the lives
of their fellow men; a respect for
freedom, namely for the inalienable
right of all people to possess and

It is true that there is a fierce strugmusic as in all art and all

mister the great tools provided by the
history of human society, for their
own development and growth; and
a respect for the great world heritage
of culture.
One of the most destructive forces,
preventing the common appreciation, understanding and use of the
cultural heritage,.is that of national
chauvinism. In this direction, many

dence. I do not think that this pic'
ture- of 'itwo c-amPj" corresponds
to_the real situation in music.

"u[ia""..harshness, this criticism gle, in
.,....otiu.

the very aim, realms of ideology, between a steP
il;a only to hamper
^truly
,.pr.t rt"- to the future and a destructive pu1l
;il ;.;ii;" of a
it hoped to the past. It is true that the movewhich
iir.,l.rfi"i" music,
error, in ment io the future must be both
this
iltensifying
;; ?r;;
use of 'many realist and Socialist, and that the
th;
was
-, ""i.i.".
terms, such as "neuropatho. reactionary, - exploiting and war'
;llrir';
of our time foster
t*."f combinations," "chaotii con- mongering-forces
and an art of the
of
despair,
an
art
"insanityr"
sounds,"
of
nf|*.r",ir"
P{fr.r *"t. one think of a dentiit's most vulgar naturalism, while movdrilll" ;;; musical murder van." It i"-g il the lols run to the e-nding
fitti"g, in my opinion, to_xse of .all art. This conflict is found,
i,
"ot
;;.h ;.;;, "1o a.r.iiU. music. They taking difierent shapes and forms,
true to the works being in every country on the earth. How"o, They beuay not critical evet, in my -opinion, the picture
"r.
iiti"ioed.

i"rinrr,, but a disrespect for music of "two cam-ps," with its- accomPanying fear of Socialist infection by
;;d';.;. Certainly wtrks should be "decadence,"
only served to remove
such
and
sharply,
and
,iirir:ia,
'fro- a base the forces tending
towards S-ocialist
;;ii;il'should ,trit
very confict in
realism
from
the.
of the world views refected in that
grow. It also
could
which
they
limited
rnusic. But even a work
great number
consign
a
tended
to
thinkconfused
and
tu br.k*"rd
fine
musical
artists
over the
of
of
expressiol
an
embody
irig,-*ry
[,irrr" suffering, and it ihould not world, who -are by. no means reacas"a "murder van"
drillr" or as the Work

der.ribed
L.,,dentist,s

a

an insane

person.

or.

of

I believe lt *", an error, hamperint friendly relatlons among h"*qlirt''*ir.d.d'*usicians ou., tl. world,

fo. th.r. criticisms to portray music
as ,harply divided into two' camps,
of ,,ro.tlir, realism" and "bourgeois
decadence." Th. further implica-
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tionary but also are by no means sure
of th_e path to the future, to the camp

"bourgeois de-cadenCe." In actumusic
ality, the Path of
-progressive
and all art, and of Socialist realism,
can best grow, not by "sealing-itself
off from germs," .in a kind of vacuum, but by meeting and-answering
every question raised by th. "pull to
the past"'

of

tions were that there was no commog l"rrg,rag. between these two There is, I believe, a common lanit the only safe path gylge shared !y .rll artists of good
camps,
"t was to keep itself will, whether Socialist in conviction
"id
ior So.i"lit, realism

in the
United States and in the West sin

publicists and pseudo-thinkers

deeply. There are prevalent theories

that describe the great achievements
of wsrld culture as primarily "Westernr" of "Anglo,Saxonrt' or "Western-Christian" with obvious antiSemitic implications, or as "White
man's" as against the achievements
and potentialities of the Negro and
Indian people, or of the peoples of
Asia and Africa. The Soviet Union
has constantly combatted such
theories. And yet, in my opinion,
the above-mentioned form taken by
the "two camps of culture" thegry
has served to engender an insidious,
hidden and yet present, trend towards Russian nationalism, in Soviet
culture. It takes such a form as not
only hermetically sealing ofi Socialist
realism from other art, but hinting
also that in respect to the past,, the
"Russian heritage" can take the place
of the world heritage. An example
is a sentence in the 1948 document
of the Central Committee of the

Communist Party, dealing with
Muradeli's opera, "The Great Friend-
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ship." The sentence reads: "The lat-

ter (Aussian classical opera) is distinguished for its rich intrinsic content, wealth and wide range of
melody, artistryr refined and clear
musical idiom-things which have
made the Russian opera, which is
rooted in the life of the people, ,the
best in the world, a genre loved and
understood by wide sections of the
people."
Is Russian classical opera "the best

in the worldl" Cannot some valid
arguments be advanced for the
merits of a Mozart or Verdi I Furthermore, is it not possible that some
important lessons can be found in
the wc.rrks of these great coinposers,
which cannot be found in the art of
Glinka, Mussorgsky, Tchaikovsky,

Borodin and Rimsky-Korsakov; great
as these composers were? Such state-

ments only drive apart people of
good will. There is a diflerence between holding our own heritage as
especially dear to ourselves, and proit as superior,to any other.
And a deeper question arises. is

claiming

It

whether any one country's artistic
heritage, great as it may be, is sufficient for further progress in that
country's art. Certairlly every nation
must build primarily on irs own
heritage, which represents and embodies its own steps towards freedom, and towards consciodsness of
itself. But it is my belief that just
as each great national contribution
to music and art is a world contribution, sq erery great forward step in
a national culture must draw, in-one
way or another, upon world culture.

ENGLISH OR ALGEBRAI

English

or Algehra?

By Nemmj Sparks

We said "a technicai shorthand."
llLrt rvhile much is compressed in
tlris shorthand, the chief trouble is,
rrs the booklet shows, that our writirrg is characterized by exceedingly
lcngthy ways of stating things. Why

-aside from habitt Because, it
to us, our writers continually
strive for an unnecessary and excessive precision. But English cannot
bc written in algebraic equations. In
cach sentence something must be
tahen for granted-at least that the
reader has read the previous sen[cnces, let alone other articles.
Finally, vocabulary. English is a
rich language. Its direct ancestry
includes Latin, French and German. It has been enriched and
blessed by Shakespeare, Milton and
Shelley. The English language is
perfectly capable of embodying
Marxist thinking in a wide variety
of expression. The objection is not
scems

Fon sour rrvrr Political Affaits has

been striving, with slight success,
to cope with the question of the
style of writing in our movement.
Help now comes from an unexoected ouarter.

'

From'arnong the wide circle of
readers comes Miss Decca
Treuhaf* of Oakland, Cal., with a
marvelously funny pamphlet* that

our

sets out to do for the American
Marxist movement what Nancy Mitford's recent book does for the Brit'
ish upper<lass: delineate and classi-

fy the language and clich6

"by

which we shall know them." Most of
the "horrible examples" come from
Political Affairs.
What is happening to the English

language in
something the linguistic
ought to find a word for (they probably have). Not only have the
Madison Avenue ad-men created a
new iargon of abbreviated and emulsi6ed English; but every special
field of social and scientific theory
and practice has added its own elaborate and wind-blown idiom. Open

Modern America

is
exPerts

for

example

a

psychological

or

Nor are we the only orles wrestling

with this problem. See for instance
Malcolm Cowle)'s pleading article
"Sociological Habit Patterns in Lin-

guistic, Transmogrification" in the
Reporter last September 20; or the
discussion led off by lames Thurber
of what is happening to scientific

and engineering English in a leading

scientific journal some time ago.**
So we are not alone. But the question is: Can we afford to be in such
specialized company

language serves as a

kind of

short-

hand among those who use it daily.
But the main body of Marxist

writing must address itself to the
If in doing so, it remains

people.

in the technical language of the
specialist, then as writing, it is sec-

tarian no matter how correctly it
may point a mass path.

so-

1lif eitelfmaub_il may be ordered from the

cial work journal, and examine the

contentual material

? Marxist writ-

ing, in its handling of the most technical theoretical questions, cannot
expect to be always comprehensible
to all, any more than can any other
science. Furthermore, such technical

authorr _r74 E. 61st Street, Oakland. Cal., 50c.
*'Science, April 27,1956, has e serii-oi
anicles on rhis subiect, haded bv Jrm* Thurbcr'q "The Psychosemanticist \fill Se You Nw;,
reprinted from the Neu Yuhq.

encapsulated

therein.
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to technical terms, but to pat phrases
repeated until they become clich6s
that could be set up in type beforehand. It is primarily these clich6s
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that Miss Treuhaft makes hay with.

And what hayl
Is this really the tradition of
Marxist writingl True, the writings
of Marx, Engels and Lenin contain
difficult (though not hackneyed)
technical passages. But they also con-

tain magnificent passages that would
stir even a blas6 reader. These arise
not out of a striving for literary
effect but out of a" freshness it
thought and contact with the reader.
And so, the closer we work with
the people, the sooner our movement
should free itself from the "Leftwing usage" that Miss Treuhaft so
capably satirizes here, thus (dare we
say l) "effectively performing the
function of self-criticism."
Or, as Bobby Burns said:
O would some Pouer the giftie gie'
To see ourselues a:s others see ,ts
'Tuould from man^t a bh.ntlcr lree
And foolish notion.

us
us

Among the best features of the
booklet are the delightful illustrations by Pele.

tuill

end.ure

for

generat.ions."
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The Ordeal of Mansart
BY tV. E. B.

DU BOIS

Dr. \7. E. B. Du Bois, the dean of American lettets, has comit has meant to be a Negro in
the United States from 1870 to the present. This work is in the form
of a novel, totaling 1,500 pages, to be issued in three volumes, one
a year, beginning March, 1957, by Mainstream Publishers, of New
York. The overali title of the trilogy is The Black Flame. The first
book, entitled The Ord.eal of Mansart, is scheduled for release on
pleted a monumental study of what

March 25, L9)7.

Dr. Du Bois, who wrote two novels a generation ago, and. is the
author of snch classical srudies as The Souls of Black Folk, Black
Reconstruct'ion, and many other works, brings to this great novel
everything that has made him a figure of world-wide renown. The
book is written with the poetic imagery, the incisive wit, fierce devotion to justice and absolute commitment to truth which have char-

of this preeminent American.
recognition of his achievements and contributions, the New
York Public Library has officially accepted for its permaneot exhibit
a bust of Dr. Du Bois by the distinguished American sculptor, \7i1liam Zorach. This statue will be formally presented to the Library,
acterized the career

In

in April, by Van STyck Brooks and other notable men of letters.
Historian Herbert Aptheker says of The Ord,eal of Mansa.rt:
"At the age of 89, Dr. Du Bois has capped his life-work with
an historical novel which wili endure for generations."
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